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Seen & Heard
Around .)
MURRAY
Went to Paanicfort yesterday. Ma
time in a lumber of years.
Went all the way on the West Ken.
tacky Turnpike and the new Cen.
Wel .Kageocky Partway TIr looter
ts not of noisily open b&a it a alneat coinpleted
Now that is traveling iistyle.

urray, Ky.

Colonel James Beesea wtio le dui
director of the Kentucky Mate Ponce. Invited um to Vail the State
Police Academy el Thwalgiort. along
with 23 other nerallialla dna around
the state.

-5862
IS

EArY

4
ECTION
ED CARS

Colonel Bassett gave the group the
red carpet, treatment. We rode an
she way to lerwileftat in a Saar
Police Cmilme with Pint Sergeant
Ray McCarty se Or driver Chorea
stephenacon. our tog State Trodper
wee eking on well es Ralph
We hand the &AW Pain A.
end. sem dernmeamesu an the
otanammeataura ematiment. how W
melm ftnmrialaisi-Jimw dr moms
my me Waned. WA peweicandhb.
fsmillUmimd dr laboriatm7.

Stamps)

first lames of the Moiety sapplismear fur stale-wide distribution through Seattiskya newsLaalitag
papers an limit to riglati Trooper IL WIIThaia allisabelatesegaissitseky State Police, Cliff Gahm. Frankfort.
representing Cesnonseity Pesis, and Dill Wax arank fort. willesenting the Governer's Cti-arillinattag Committ« fee Traffte ashen. The sistMeal lamisente Insatiate fur Highway Safety and the Cayenne'', roenlinatiag Camealtiee ee-epeameed the pealleaties et this sight-aige supplement. Members of the Kentucfor Ilse der leg October
ky Stale Pease are dellellbating the Is

m.Dodson
Is Appointed

Col. Basset is•young man. dynamite.
Intellment. and hirameedgeabie.
He wanted out that out at every 100
young man litho agmly for State
Trooper pentane may rem end up
as troopers TIM is a retention mite
of 91 per cent
----No hurimoses accepts& no bode
Do trent humpy bunpkins, Do
anivinnuall ea Page
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William RI Dodson. vice-president
The second annual Tamil halloo] of the Peoples Bank of Mum,
of World Outreach will begin Sun- Ky, has been appointed to manBoma of
day afternoon at 6:00 In Tint berahm on the Advisory
ahrtatian Churoh The whop! will the American Bankers Amociation
antimittee for
be held every Sunday for Nix ses- Lnetaliment Credit
sions, and will have on it's theme: this Indere! lteserve District.
One of the moot important functaltimaion - The Christian's Cellions of the board Is the producing
i
Claws will be heid In missionn of the sentlainnunl report of the
of the
education for every me level There Advisory Board Objectives
program for
will be two dames for adults. and Bard are eriumanonal
•
with state
one each for the following - Sen- bankers cooperation
cooperation
ior Hata, Junior Highs. Juniors ; banker, aiwociations,
authorities. co; 4. 5 and eth erodes,. Prlmarys with supervisory
with induetry. and 000p(lit 2nd and 3rd ireadav Kin- ' cpesation
derwarten .4. and 5 vear alas , and eration with the public.
Dotlecei is now menager of the
there will be a numery for infants
Rank branch on South 11th
and the younger members of the Piehles
Street and has bean with the Peochurch Farniiy.
for 12 ydlre.
Mrs James Rudy Ailbritten is ples Hank
Dtrector for the School. arid toper, ,riste the following teachers. Ftupert
• Parts. John Ruco. Jr . Mrs RichQUESTIONS & ANSWERS
ard Omer. Mrs Jo Crass, Mrs.
ON THE COMMISSION
Glenda Boone, Mna John Querterof GOVERNMENT
FORM
Mn
Titsworth.
Howard
Mr,
mous.
Helen Bennett. Mrs L 34 Overby,
Mee Benny Maddox. and Mra Wil1 hm Taylor.
Question We ask the quation
again, if the commission form of
go%errunent is approved by voters,
what happens to county road
money and county school money?
Answer Ftegardiess of the type
of county government Oatkiway
County has. law prevents the um
of county road money in the city
and also prevent* the uar of whool
Kentuck.y Late: 7 am. 364.9, up money by anyone but the Calloway
County School Board.
02. below darn 3017. down 01.
In: hendivater 336, no
Barkley
ohanite: tatiwater 302.1. down 0.1.
SRIOGIt MITT
Sunrise 7:06. sunset III.
Moon rises 10.40 pm.
Kentucky. all wines - Partly
cloudy with scattered afternoon and
today
thundenhowers
evening
through Sunday. HIM today In low
an Low tonight in upper frOa

4.
1 1
.
0Nopirimmolls
.

Sixteen Pages For
Ledger And Times
Readers For Today
TIN Ledlett and limes is ,s13entone whit the Maar Illepaninent
of latter Retety tray by clietributlog the Kentucky Traffic elaregy
Maillaftlftle Supplement as part of
todstale Moue ow* Ledger and
sixteen sages he
Times r
pleasure and ugortheir
MUM.
Load arms are ouoperstinglo
this effort to had down deaths an
the slate highwava Readers are
egged to read time sash/ saverilllanalinta They contain inexmation wrath could awe Imes. lalud.
Mg those of yourself tad your hew

as

The Murray Duplicate Bridge
Club will meet Wednesday at six
p.m. at Holiday Inn Please make
reservations by calkne 753-4602 or
753-0003

Honor Roll For
Almo School
Is Announced
The honor mu for Almo Thereatnary School for the past six meta
WS* released main by Charlie LasAter principal of the whoa

Doran Passes For 3; Sprunger
Receives Two;Passes For One
The Murray High Tigers travelled
to Paducah -lag night and punctured the Blue Tornado of Tilghman High School. dropping the
vaunted Tornado 28 to 2 The Murray defensive unit denied the
Tilghman squad a single point.
Tilghman got two points against
the Murray offense when they
smothered Murray in the end zone
with leas than two minutes left in
the first half.
The Tigers made it a complete
victory last night, posting the 26-2
victory and also winnirig in the
statistics department.
Murray High pasted a touchdown
in each of the four quarters last
night Steve Doran made good two
of ha four extra point attempts.
Murray's first wore came with
6.44 le* In the first quarter The
game opened with Doran running
the Tilghman kickoff back to his
own 49 yard line Doran then took
it to the 44 and Steve West and
Doran moved to the Tilghman 3/
yard Ime.

Eight Year Old
Killed While On
Way Back Home
Shirley Lynn Lassiter. 8 year old
daughter of Mr. and MIS. Dan Lastiter of Logan, West Vu, was killed
instantly in a car accident near
Central City, Kentucky. at 2:00
pm Friday
Kr Lamar was taken to the
hospital in Greeneville, Ky. where
he IA reported to have a dislocated
shoulder and a alight coincuasion.
Mrs Lasater and an older daughter. Ann were not injured.
The Wilily was returning to their
haute in Logan, after visiting their
mother and grasdnitaber, Mrs.
Rupert tatenter of Route Live, Murray

Bag Steve unleased a peas to
Arnim Wilkins who pulled it in
on the Tilghman 22 yard line for
the second fir* down of the game.
Doran and Steve West moved to
the Tilgrunan 9 for ar.cxher first
down After three attempts to move
the ball it rested on the Tilghthan
10 On the next play Stew Doran
passed to capable ark. Sprung*
ftw the MX, Wm pert tier* try
,
aged.'
Murray secnnd score came in the
had
Tilghman
second quarter
!punted out of trouble after falling to gain aminat the Arong
1Murray defense With the ball an
' the Murray M yard line, Murray
I
g went for the bet bomb with
Hih
Steve Dos-on sending a tremendous
ip.a. to Junmy Wilktns as the
illertanan 40 taut line. Willem
tripped the rest of the journey for
a 79 yard run -pare TD piny to give
and Mrs. Elva Bailey of Maryland: the Tigers an advantage f 12 to 0
alkeri.
of
Cathay
one brother J W
over Tilghman with 6:17 left in
pm: and his mother arid father-tn. the half D011111.6 eras point was
of
Walter
Johnny
bow Mr. anti Mrs
good to make tt 13 to 0
Thamet Boulatarti His son Monty
irk Dunn. with a bad ankle,
carrier.
Three
and
Is • Ledger
played a tremendous game as did
Plrut
the
of
member
•
was
He
Allen OunnIngtsam and Duke DoBaptist Church where the furor*
will be held on &undue at 3 30 'nth
Bobby Emerson, Weatherly, WilDr H C Chats. Rev Hoyt Owen kins. all armed to heat the Tornaand Rev. John Header officisting. do and cause them to punt out of
BIMINI wall be In the Murray Me- trouble time and satin
morial Oertierat cerneteel.
Murray's blocking was good last
The Max Churchill Funeral Horne night. elk/wing the ball carriers to
Is in chute.
rack up the yardage

✓

Gene Cathey Dies
At 7:00 Last Night

Third grade- - Kerry Schroeder,
Patti Jo Mtn*. Barbara Howland,
Danny PrItchat Kerry Loader'
Craig Dowdy Shirley Brandon. Do.
nunDumas. Cheryl Jackson. Mark
I Gene Godley, one of Murray's
Miller Steven Newberry. Sabrina
most metier young Wetness Mein.
Flinn. Sharon Mchler. Hazel PritRSeisocuribeti bet night at 700 p m
The !Meer and Times wishes to chett
after being in the leurraaCallowilet
empress appreciatan to the
Fourth grade - Tina Todd, Wade Comity Hompltal mince last Sunday.
and the tenewille Timm
aterlbute to piptenonRe- His death
for applying dm meander' end male McDaniel. Pamela Owleaby
,a and complintbions
ter die wanly eithwaimmente Thew becca Howland, Rebecca Burkeen.
Citthey was only 33 years of age.
malarisis wen supplied to die Led- Kenneth Cleaver, Mark Carroll.
ger and Timm free of thane end Melinda Mulkerrion Warren Hop- He entered the,MOW Min Sunday
this newspeper withee to enema kins. Mara Ibex Robert Rowland with pneumonia and coMplications
Path grade
Deboren Crick. Mt is which caused his death.
for them
The Ledger and TimmIs pletwied Onives Burkeen Kathy Kelly. Olen • He was very popular among young
to cooperate with dm Demmtment Mathis Maury* Rickman, Bobby people whom he coaled in as.
tet or another for years. Me endof Public adety In that endeavor Remand, Dorinds Marts.
Sixth grade - Joel Griffin.
game barn alloreay Hiatt &hod
to melte Kentucky highways eater.
Seventh /made - - Barbara Brit- at MO. While in high ached he
lain. David °mama David Bur- played baraetball and football and
keen, David Gargle, Patsy Hop- wee very active In other areas
kins. Bonita Jones. Trances Nance.
After ateenterm Murray Slate Cot.
Dennis Ramsey Paul Rushing, bate, he casched basketball end
Phyllis Turner
taught at New 4:braced High School
iligtsth grade
Mary Duncan. for eight mans He fettered the total
buttress was. Mom he and Clyde
A new 4-11 Club was organised Glenda Kelly
Roberts took over the Omer Farm
at Carter School Wednesday. Octohaunince oompany here.
ber 13 New officers were elected:
He still kept ails lend in" sports
Preskitri. Billy Flora. vice-presi1Wwever. ocaohtng in the iocal rimedent. Beth Wilton, secretary-treehell Asecciation and biting•hand
curer. Brad Barnett. reporter. Libby
In almost any venture which led
Sans. song leader. Tony Thompyoung people Mho aporta. He wee
son. recreation. Paul Holland.
TVA is preparing to install
of the "Pont, Pais and
The members an Larry Raw- access facilities for fithersnen on divictor
Kirk" content which Is sponsored
Ion. Tony Thompson. Billy Flora, the river bank. Wow Kentucky
by Parker Mutant
Gina Starts, Teens Dubai", Marin. one of the area's mod popuClathey is survived by hie wife
tha tilicaltulain. Kenny Law-renoe, lar fishing spots
Mrs Marilyn Walker Cathay; his
Roger Hughes. Mike Denham. Paul
'The lame numbers of fishermen
mother Mrs Hata Getter one
Holland. Bead Barnett. Billy Tin- there have been reaching the river
MIA Suren: two eons
solving. Larry Roger,. Libby Bree, by cllmbing Clown steep slopes of daughter
mil Mike. three Ottani idts.
Moab,
Melton,
ConTerry
041 Herndon.
riprap. large broken rook used to
Hobby Toon. Ws Etel weichart
nie Mecum. Maneerete Anderson, protect the banim from erotton
Brunner,
Julie
aireandes.
111e
flame fishermen also have improMarela Fielder.
vised bridges to reach an abandonMre. Olen Sine who is a leader ed railway bridge foundation cell
taro attended the *meeting.
next to the right bank
To provide safer access. TVA will
build concrete steps with handrails down both skpea some distance below the dam with concrete walks extending up and down
the shore from the steps A walk2D INFANTRY DIV. KORKA way will be bunt to the abandoned
(AFITNC) - Army Pot Roland P. bridge cell, lath homdralls to proson of Mr and Mns 0. tect people on the cell and the
D Thirteen. Route 1, Alma Ky, walkway.
The work Le to be carried out
wee assigned tio the 2d Iraantry
within about three months
Division in Korea. WO 21
Burkeen is a cannoneer In BatNOW YOU KNOW
tery A, let Battalion of the dive:Iona litth Artillery He entered
by United Preis International
the Army In April 19615 and comThere are 237 miles of subsla
pleted basic traltang at Fort Knox,
and elevated lines in the New York
Ky.
The 18-year-old soldier attend- City Ullman system, acoOrd1/11/ to
Gene nelhey
ed Phoney High School, Murray. the World Almanac.

isr.J.08

Church School
Begins Sunday
ii

Mayor lionnes Zhu will speak
at the Fir* Methodist Church at
the Sunday Deeming Service at '1:00
o'clock. He-will speak on "The
Church's Mtnietry To The City".
1 ha is the third in a series on
-The Church And The Community " There will be special music
by the Men's Choir, directed by
Paul Shahan.
The other speakers to be heard
in the series are R L. Cooper on
"The Church And Public Welfare"
and Find Schultz on "The Church's
Ministry To The Schools"
According to the minister, the
Rev Yloyd W. Ramer. "the public
is cordially invited to attend all of
these services".

a.rgroe.

Met Ralph asegrall.
Counter Ns& la•similar tft
Mille fetMrs. Mei* 1/11111.11110.
iow persondib and

Green
h ALL

.....
The Calloway County chapter of
the Future Farmers of America
head Its regular monthly meting
Thursday
Greenhands were irdtated who
Me ita follows: Daniel Dunn. Daniel Galloway, Michael Hacks. Michael Lovins. Kent MoCuiston, Glen
McCutston, Donnie Pages. Larry
R'bens. Teddy Rogna, Don Robertscn. Larry Tidwell. Mark Wood.
Bonny Big:. Craig Calhoun, Billy
Oarroii. Jackie Cochran. 'Kenneth
Carey. Snminy Patman, Jackie
Roberta. Pat
Wayne
Scott Pat Taylor, Roger Wilson.
B chard Treas. Dale Bury, Mark
ounnuarh Int Kenny Hale. Donald
slirn.s. acme Morgan. Jerry Riley.
lIbp Starts. Steve Weatherford,
mu Woods, Fticky Young. John
Oeurin. Tommy
it nan, Joe
cacii, Mac Coltman. Max Henry.
en Higgins. Joey Ferguson, and
rn Adams
Keith Koos pint state FFA
. prasenteci the boys with
er
rerpins
. Prorate Cooper gave • report on
supervised farming committee
Illi ma decided that the three senior officers would enter the GoutSty-Journal FFA contest It was
sgitip decided to participate in the
bU festival at the hargreands and
late three ingots for the hay
'Woe

Mayor Holmes Ellis
Speaker For Sunday
Evening Service

ors,r-

spprooliation

Billy Flora Named
President Carter
4-H Club At Meet

Access Facilities
For Fisherman At
Ky. Dam Are Made

Roland P. Burkeen
Serving In Korea

pesa

than two minutes In
the half Murray fumbled the bell
on their own goal line after Tilghman led punted to the Murray 4
Tilghman mothered the ball carrier in Murraya end sone to give
them a gaiety Tins put the Score
at 132
The Tiger's third quarter wore
came with 3:21 left in the quarter.
After Murray had received a Tilghman punt on their own 20. Doran
and Eddie Wet moved lo the Murray 38 for a first down Doran poised to Sprunger to the Tilghman 25
yard tine then Doran went to the
20 Doran and Eddie West went to
the Tilghman 13 where Steve hit
Sprunger with a short pass for the
TD, bringing the score to 19 to 2.
The extra point try failed
With

Funeral For Tollie
Clayton Is Sunday
Final rites for Tonle Clertion of
Puryear. Tem. will be held at
the Mt Pleasant Methodist Church
Sunday at two pin_ with Rev
Charles Fennell and Rev. Charles
Yancey off Cita Mg
Cayton. M. died eudidenly at has
home Thunallay rimht. Survivors
Include his Wife. Estella. daughter,
Mrs. latelle Wilton of Eureka. Mo.,
two sons. TriOUS of Parts. Tenn.,
and Charlie of Warren, Mich. six
brothers. Mx grandchildren, and one
great grandchild.
The pollbearers will be Larry,
Johnnie. Don. and Tommy Clayton,
P'rctidle lamtharn. and Frank Canady
Burial will be in the church
cemetery with the arrangerneraa by
the Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends May Dal.

MWL

Arlo Sprunger intercepted two of
the Tilghman passes and Steve
Doran intercepted ncther Eddie
West intercepted still another
Bobby Campbell played perhaps
has beet game of the year as he
participated in tackle alter tackle
in stopping the lbrnado ndversce

Johnny Pallier
Released Front.
Army Friday'
First Lighlignant Johnny D. Parcae who is Mewing the Arne after
three years of honorable services
on October 16 ma the Intelligence...,
officer for the battalion.
The taitalien he lies been MeVing with is the 4th 1118L Dn,
:Arty, Duncanville. T
it
fa
z
i
Agleam
ha the. Dalias-rett
group mettles &Mime
The
mama many air attacks. tiding
mnailes
guided
Nilte-Herrulas
;ground to an , The defense is sthe
of the 36 different ARADCOM
tenses threughtait
the
UMW!
States ARADOOM Army Defense
Command , is • part of the NOMAD ;North American Air Defense
Parker is the son of Mr. and Mr&
Johnny Palter of Muria" UM*
Five and is married to the former
Mite this. &wester of Mr. and
Mrs M. C. Mks He is a graduate
of Murray Mob School and remised his BR, degree from Murray
Stale Clotkrge where he was a
member of the Pt Kappa Alpha froterntty
After his release fram the &PT Parker will he working for
Vice
Use Southern Bell Telepiwine Company in Louteville where he and
last wife will reside

Letter to the Editor

lea'.

A fumble recovered by Rada
West on the Murray 30. in the final
quarter started the Tigers on their
final touchdown drive Steve West,
Eden. West and Doran ripped off
yardage and first downs, eating up
the clock
When Eddie Weal intercepted the
fumble the clock showed that seven
and one-half minutes remained in
the game With Murray's bail ClIMtrot gurne, they retained it urea
The triplet datedaters of Mr. end only 46 seconds remained In the
Ma. Franklin Burkeen of Manna game.
Working the ball down the field
mute five died this morning. They
were born at 6:46 *, en ant one vats to the Tilghman 4 vard line Sprunborn dead and the other ten died g* took the ball and mated to
Steve Doran who nand in the end
thorny .tter birth
Eitirvivors are a brother: rend- axle. for the TD. Doran's extra
parents Mr and Mrs. Harold Elkins point attempt was good and Murat Murray route five; Mire Pommy ray had the ball game at 25 to 2
Weeideireord; anal enandperonte with only 48 second% left
After the Murray kickoff TilghMr and Mrs. Perry Ailleititen it
man went to the air In a desperMew Concord.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral MOM! ate *tempt to wore, but the game
he lin charge however arrangements ended on a note which had resounded throughout the genie, with
are incomplete.

Triplet Daughters
Die Early Today

Zddie Wed intercepting the paw
train quarterback Bogard.
That's the way it went for Tilghman last night. their pules were
Intercepted. fulublft recovered, and
runs stopped. The Murray offense
was geard to play ball and they
did The Murray defense was geard
to stop Tilghman and they did
NA that It was just too much
Tiger for the Tornado of 'high-

Dear Jim:
The light bulb saie conducted by
the Lions Club on Tuesday night,
October 12. was highly succeseful.
We are grateful to you he Ihe
fine cooperation and
publicity
which tour paper rave to this
event An effort was made to contact every house In Murray and
we exprem our deep appreciation
to the citizens of Murray for the
wonderful acceptance of this annual sale and the reception of the
Lions at aril' door
it is the airn and Intention of the
Lions Club to serve our community and render aatintance where
needed Providing wastes and eye
care ts the foremost protect. together with dental health and
numerous other Individual and
community services
Recently our (-nub joined with
the Lions of Kent picky in • hang
ranting effort for the construction
of the Kentucky Lions Five Reremit Trotterge In be located M
Louisville and ousting 91.400.000.
Upon completion it will be gaffed
and mainlined by the Iftveggity
of -Louisville School of Madam
for research te combat the Mel
rate of increase in blindness. II mat
of 10 eases reaniting _from causes
unknown. This will be aa• of the
nation's major eve centers and the
only one of its kind between BaJilmore and St. Louis. Our pirtiCipanon in this project. however, wIll
In no way curtail our service to
this community.
Again. the Lions Chit extremes
grateful appreciation to you and
the cititens of Murray few the Mcems of this light bulb sale
ncerei y yours,
James A Regent
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by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLNINING COMPANY. lac..
on of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Timm, and The
Herald, October 29, ism and the West Kentuckian, January

1.

JAMBS C WILLIAMS, PUBLISdiER

AL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WITMER 00., 15011
Ave Memphis, Teen.; TIM& & Lite Bldg, New York, N.Y.;
Bldg Detroit, Muth
tlire7-Z the Post Office, Murray. Keorltr-XY, for transmistion as
Second CUM Matter.

$450,

W

11PTION RAT: By Carrier to Murray, per week 20e, per
NM In Calloway aandadlosoing counties, per yeer,
else6.00.

At

"The Chthilasidiag chic Asset al • C.ammustry is the
lategrtly
sie NewmpegrarSATURDAY — OCTOBER 16, litia

Quotes From The News
wy UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON -- Rep Arnold Olsen (D -Mont.), indicat±
the
r Houpe would accept a watered down Senate-approved
nment entpolyes pay-raise bill
-We would rather give the civil servants something rather
nothing lac
. ROCHESTER, Minn — Rep Albert H. Quie (FL-Minn.),
king an administration proposal for a teacher corps to
a
-, ,
ir‘rit in poverty areas.
r
CU the federal comnussioner can control the recruiting,
selecrion and enrollment of teachers, he can have a vast in fl rice on what is being taught"
I

1

SATURDAY -- OCTOBER 16,1965

NURSING DUET

THE LEDGER & TIMES
=ttir

-sigererve the right to repot say Advertising. Letters to the-Editor,
elitablic Voice items winch, in our cionion, are not for the best inso our readers.

,

TIMES — "MUM ILINTVCIL

the A ittillIN4C
by United Fres latentational
Tina) is Saturday. Oct 16, the
1111111 day of 1016 s ith 76 to folios
The moon is approaching its lesst
mrter
The wisertung star a Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mars. Visad bourn
On dos day in history:
In 1$4111, the fare operation with
a muesli under ether anesthimea
was pallOnned at Nimototoamets
Genera Hoestal inNceron.
_
In 1859 abontioniet John Ream
staged a raid an Ehrperis
Va He asked a botel, arsenal, firehome and X/ townspeople
In 1934, Crane., Communists bean their long march to the nohhseat where usey *stab/Abed headquarters ono panned GO
the attaca apunist Nationalist

Veterans
News

WASHINOTON OA — Frefildint
Johiton taa.s two apmiti illiMad —
bata Navy uniteriants.
They are Lt. laiseheek Am Chap°virtu. 31. of Worcester. Mara , and
Lg. Dorothy DWI. 26. of New Yost
OW. "
Li Chapowieki vr-s assigned to
the White Hou.se chalk in 1961. LI
Don: has Moen ad Reared* gime
lest June after a tour in Guam.

Q The new Federal Homing Aot
1965 mho Voteenioe cerium housing Inoenis under PHA. Does NM
bring to a close the GI lune loin
Program?
A. — The Pectoral Haulms *et of
1965 lati no awneectian with Wm
GI bane loan pogrom what continuos until January. 1975 for Ka
man Oarilliot caterene and min
July. 1967. for World War II reiterant. The FHA benefits you meat
at are amihtie to time retargets
only alto have not matted themwaves of the GI lam benthts.
Q. Does the recent closing or
some VA tax lacespitals keen the
number of beds provided for voter.
ana or the care adnurustored to

licELAIN

Poll

Phone 752-9132

6th Jig Main

a

China.

Li. 1969. C.8 Army Quer of Staff
George liandsul cued.
--A thought for the day Roman
empensr
Marc klb
Aurelius said.

veterans?
A -- No The number of beds

remains Ate ante sane an equal nunt.1
bar of bens were averted at the. re.1
insinirat 162 VA baspitais for those
Ma through the doting of sax wow,
"Recant wearth or potation with rnore atsoieta hed3Paabs- There Wkill
arrogance, and be ready ay_ let it be no change _as the extent or mai
lty of hospital one for remora
go"
Q — Row many veterans of the
SpareshArnerican War are boom
trader ? Is malt ceremony phoned
for the "Mat man"?
. SAIGON — Actress Mary Martin, ending her 10-day tour
Land Transfers
eottVietliam with the road company of "Hello, Dolly!".
A — There are more than 15,000
l "I wish we could have stayed longer. I wish we could have
veterans or the elperathAmerican
dgrie more."
• C Grogan and embers to Roy War alive today Such a overmany
Dotson and others; part 011
to would ripper to be many yaws
KEY WIT,Pa. — Cuban refugee Jesus Alcon Gonsales, lianekcal amnion Cr Normal Schad away.
rlbing his feelings whet, he saw the Cuban patrt,1 vessel addition.
Claude Thorn and °Users to Guy
rig his boat, turn back toward HIMMEL
. "I Salt it turn around and go, and then suddenly all of us Rutland end others. property no
FOGGY sorrow WARNING
Ahno.enct Vancleave Road,
Mt free"
Galloway County Land Company
-1
to Rudy Jackson and others. lot el
•
raw Bluff einem Sultdraion.
WASHTNGTON 1411 -- The State
Buford Hurt to Harold Hurt: lot Deportment has warned wouldite
an 15th street and Kirkwood Hold Cuban refugee agawillt a heralkser.
House L Bays to CharterIi YlIf Mewl rush into the United Staten
LEDGER • TIEERS PIKS
The movement of Cuban refugees
omega ana others. two late an
into the United &stet. wIlictl Cu.
Ottlege Van/ addition
WilLiam Kverett Btillogton. age 71, passed away at his
Newman cuipersper and ethers to tie Premier Phlet Castro wad he
halm on KIrltsey Boole two. The funeral will be held at Mt Owed °artisan and tabors, lots an souk' allow, 'Mould be
orderly and
Hebron Methodist Church
Uie licekire Ounarrsoco
otetqatent with our lews." add the
The 56th annual session of the Blood River Baptist AsLanese> Shona lac to noreard &lase Dopartresot.
sociation will be held at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church 8. WIlkint and others, lot on Late.
It warned Walla "tasety. doersame! wed ossigarosa- sotendas so
October 19-20. T. G. Shelton, Galen Hargrove, and Harry wed Shores Inc
R. C. Word and others to amass aria (Maw to U. & doom. k
Hampesher will plan the program
Major Joseph 0 Compton, Jr. of Murray Is attendtng wanner:eon and others. lot on reams oars osio siglf ilsoaltwo seem bringing in **taninestent*
Moe sneer_
Junior School at the Marine Corps Schools at Quaatico, Va
Calloway Retorts. to Jar liaaber refuses. moms oho had oma bassi
The entire student bodies of the city and county schools anO others,
in as the Center Ftsige presoased Ihneutt dhow cheetnek.
will be guests of the Music Department of the Murray Worn- Subctivirce
an's Club when they present the Murray College Symphony
Wallace &gem as Leon Ctiamone
C!theictra In a concert especially designed for school children arid others, propene in Oatmeal
Ossarky
ot all grades at the college auditorium

-IF WE DON'T HAVE IT,
WE'LL GET IT"

Murray, Kentucky

•

Lake - Farm - Residential
505 West Main Street
Phone 463-1651 or
Nights 713-3924

24-Hour Wrecker
753-1234
Joe

ROBERTS

-

Night

Service

753-1431
Vic

641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE

REALTY

OCT. 26th & 27th
POUa eialebeillAteeet

3 PM dad II PM DAILY
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
MEMPHIS. TINNESSEE

"
One-Stop Service
"

•

a‘ 611 "
,13. - ACTOS3 from Jerry's
Phone 753-9131
()sorra. 0. II. "Settles" Poison
slax McCulaton

AS.ILAN1 FIVE P91116
KRVICE STATION

-

'Ten Years Ago Today

P
ta
o

I

•

•

We Pickup and Deliver
TICKETS AVAILAttE
GOLDSIMITI-rS I COLISEUM
tama
.
11

Tot wiz "IOP

'L'A" S1.5111P*,

aparaa Mara ii

, Foe 1" q s - ti nz. 753-911
Iteltalf Wit 141e.7 Ragland, M-r*

IM PS demnoa wm. Chia are
khot UNPIN $.iSeaies

aals

LEADOVS SEPVICE STATION

•

Ciame Steely and others to Bobo,
C Mornang. WA on Kbenolancl

20 Years Ago This Week
LEDGER • TIMES FILE

cbrielon.
Larry Bieck to Mead K Toilers.
kit no EWA. Highway 121
Join Pauli Thomann and others
to Whets Thearipon. int an the
Calloway-De war Road
Oilman* Ware lean and others
to L D Coat. j,. u on U. 8, KW
way MI
L D. C.Jr_ to COreeroo Moore
Erma in an U. S. isiggsowy 641.
Merawy Moore god others te.. Neill
C Brown and ailson, in an Palm
mar Amos Subdishion.
Daman M. Turner to therke
hawarina; property sn Calloway Che.
unity
Leasseedle anel Naahvilles Railroad

Local deaths reported were Oscar T Skaggs. well known
*sinew man of Murray. Albert Tom Calhoon of Murray
4oute Two. and W F. lieCalion of the Kirkeey community
, Miss Hobbit See Ott was chosen as Miss Calloway County
to the beauty contest sponsored by the Junior Chamber of
Cornmerre She Is the daughter of Mrs Lavene Orr of West
Main Street.
Mrs. George Hart. governor GU the first district of the
federation of Woman's Clubs, priskied at the 32nd annual
&invention held at the Murray Woman's Club House
Marriages announced this week were Miss Iva Lou Swift.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. H. A Swift, to Charles K Cochran, Company
to
ComnxsollaKillt of
h
f Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Cochran: and Miss Dorothy Jane Kentucky, property to oodoveay oe.
Shelton, daughter of Rev and Mrs T 0 Shelton, to James way.
Carmon Morton
Homelier:id Developers Inc to &V•

tit

30 Years Ago This Week
LEDGER• TIMES FILE

▪ itfibaiii
0II1 KisO Subdisarm
Wells Overbey to
,lvin Wells
°abbey. property In Oatioway Chi
tasty
Calvin Wails Overbuy to Wells

Civerbey, property us Calloway Co.
The actual construction of the William Mason Memorial
dray.
Hospital has begun The plant will be completely modern and
tr1/1 be built at an expense of 950.000 on the site of the old
location and the old foundation Is being used
ROGVIE ON CRITICISM
Deaths repoled this week Included Gordon E Head, age
Es. Oscar H Maitland. age 67. Gana Adams. age 57, and Mrs
knuna Rogers, age 79
WASHINGTON
-- FBI DiSam Boyd Neely, Hazel, a junior at Murray State College, rector J. Edgar Homer soya his cm,
was selected as Junior editor, and Miss Winifred Keys. Mur- fortVanent hod profited by argicami
ray. as faculty editor of the College annual at a conference from the maw
Writing in the current imare at
of the staff officiaLs
Mr and Mrs A r "Bub" Doran have moved into their the 'FBI Law Enforcement BudaSWIM mei 'Just criticism tad
be., itiful new English-type home on the Mayfield Highway
The ne wresidence is one of the prettiest and most modern been vinegar in heiptotg pollee bet.
Kr sera* the pubbc"
in the county
Noting the annual ataervance at
National Nempaper We Oct 1016 Hoover said. "Over the years. 1
his enforcement at tenet hat teen
taken to the editorial woodshed far 1
eta thartonenings and mirstakee We
expect just children We profit by
A and Ow Willie fa better served
timeuee or it.

ATTENTION BOYS
An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy

WILSON'S

for this route immediately. Qualified

AUTO REPAIR

boy can start at once. Please apply in
person at the Ledger & Times office.

"Our Mechanics
—
Nene Better"
Autematic Transmission,
Rebuilt, Exchanged
Foreign Cars a Specialty
103 N Seventh Street
I
Phone 753-4641

dr,

- 111 411„--14,,

Philirps 66
"
"

•
MMUS'and DELIVEB1
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON 4th ER

- Phone 753-1921

LAWRENCE

For Safety's Sake

•

iERVILE

4th and Elm Streets
KEEP YOUR CAR IN TOP

"Be Sure With Pure"
MECHANICAL CONDITION

TIRES - BATTERIES •

AT ALL TIMES

111

and BRAKE SERVICE

Of course, a good car is only as safe
as the driver.

Phone 753-9194

MURRAY

Drive

SERVICE CENTER

Carefully

Complete Auto Service
ATLAS TIRES and RATTERIF,s

Stay Alive

•

WE GIVE Slat GREEN STAMPS

III

Harold Maupin, Dealer

PEOPLES BANK
of Murray, Kentucky
DOWNTOWN
5th At MAIN

DRIVE-IN BRANCH
80 12th STREET

FOR TIME "vim TEIMPERATVRE
PHONE 753 4:143 DAY or NIGH1

Hwy 641 So - Phone 753-9062

Don't take a chance Have your
brake, checked BEFORE ice to late

Be SAFE-NOT SORRY
HAVE

YOUR

BEFORE

CAR

CHECKED . . .

WINTER

ARRIVES!

DRIVE SAFELY-STAY ALIVE

•

II

•

•

tr

611P

sit
1

a

•
1985
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Juniors
Seven Of The Top 10 Teams Are';Defeat
Murray Lincoln
Victorious In State Last Night In Thursday Game

The Murray Junior High Team
Wort another coriferenoe mane Thursday by deem** Lincoln Jtinicirs
High et Paducah 33-7.
Playing good all-round football,
the squad pletused Coaches Joe Cartwright and Bob Toon. This team
hes previously detained Jean JunHioe High of Paducah. They hew
Tenth ranked Beihy -nit expecting Ica wily
one game to Brazekon of
little trouble against hinirow I. Paducah
night.
Don Shelton scored three Much•
demos in yesterdses Woe. 01
"
In other action 110111W $3311 1.
4111 11
.
Disasters meets Ralsallnilli ila Ode a 60 yard run. Cad Skinner added
annual Tobaoco
ci One tsIkv an a 20 yard run and John
the Iowan County Tobacco lesitvel Mark Hale scored one on • ten
yard run Extra posits were served
at Russellville.
by Carl Sic.winee. Dana Gish and
Under-rated MMus& Is
mob Don Shelton.
Senen for 18th isMoe in the pelt
Tins group's nest game will be
downed MelfalL Which had been with Paris. Tenn, in Murray Ocmopping up non of its recent op. tober 21. This ie•non-leaelle game
poesuon. 124.
KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
On the inners at the tap 10.
FOOTBALL RESULTS
ranked Newport Catholic plays totient as does Heard, currently No. Owensboro
33 Davies Co 0
In the Blue Gnu. iihratar Han- 13.
Murray 28 Tilghman 2
wir.s,
winning
ry Clay continued its
Murray. listed 12th this week, over. Piave 10 Minuet 7
boosting off Franklin County 47-7.
whelmed Padlideh nigh:nen 26-2 Seneca 34 Beenem
Owensboro's Red DeAks still are Prldre men while Maylleld down- T. Jefillertion 61 Waggener 19
a power in the northwestern Ken ed hap:ess Made-ramie. 23-13 May- Middlesboro 12 Deaths 7
Harrison Co 38 Mt, Sterling 20
tiny a-ea Owenstorn's 32-0 de- field etc; rated No 14 this week
Henry Clay 47 Franklin Co 7
feat of Davies, C41111Yr`: Friday night
In a key southeastern Kentucky Lafayette 211 Bryan Ct.tIon 20
9robabb holm d ernrin:h them in
duleaboro got by Henderson 77 VIneinna• T
game, goon*
•hrir No. 4 dot
Warren Co. 1.3 Oumberkired Co 0
ins-thern Kenttrlry, 7th ranked -,nce-boten Ftstrts 12-7
Hapiespeilla 311 Cikerrell Co. 6
Oliter.eu o
33 llisclisonvine 13
Prthloodnos 47 Millersburg 7
Illsdkpills SI Wastrord co 7
PlessurialMila• 411 Pestsae 12
Artcarved
Malaya
Diamond Rings • aredinidellig310Olintry Day 0
Watches
Fern Orem 7 Durrett 6
- Butler 19 Valley 13
Shawnee 42 Western 0
Westport Road 33 Southern 0
Atherton 7 Owing 6
Are A Little Better"
Or
Danville 13 Corbin 0 ;
Your Choice of Many Makes and Models
Sell Co 26 1.sion Camp 0
— Before You Buy, See Us! —
Lcodun 31 Pinewilb
Phone 753-4841
103 N Seventh Street
Jasmine Co
Somerset 0
Tompicingene 21 York. Teem. 7
Stanford 13 Garrard Co 7
Nicholas Co 7 Oeorgetotrn
Andaman Co 20 lianxdsburg 7
Fesakihrt 40 Thtm Civet 0
Olairo 0Mb 7 Union Co 7
Mihnotith 28
we 12
This Co 12 Crittenden Co. II
LaSalle 26 Holmes 7
Bardstown St Joe 34 Lebanon 0
LaRue Co 12 Shelby Co 6
for your Drug, Proscription and Sundry Needs
Zinilnente 71 Lincoln Ina 0
11•1•••us S Neseporti•
WE WILL BE OLOSED from
Pt. ince 33 Ludkiw 0
limn= Co 41 Gnat Co 0
11 :00 a.m. to 1 AM p.m. for Church Hour
Ronal 19 Paintsvgle 13
Henry Co. 28 asephereiseilla 0
Berea Ss Irvine 0
Lour= 30 Unison Co 20
Pikeville 10 Mkhom City 7
Madison 36 Paris 36
Hamel Cram 34 M. C. Napier 13
Canipbell Co 11 Boons Co. 18
I Boyd 0n SO Rowan Os 4
Cnropbeigertlie 40 Illianife 13
1 Laird ES Owen Co. 0
1Wittunabure 33 Shoo Cant. 13
P.-fiernpann 13 Bowan Orden 7
Riceland 46 Planing CO 6
111shiend 77 Diner Heights 7
'Kg. Dam( 42 Mt Vernon 0

All seven of this week's top 10
trims on the United Arms International Board et Coadue poll which
nlaYed Friday., night emerged vh.
"orlous--but cite soil be defeated
ton ght. barring a tie
rated No.
Louisvelle St
3 this week.•a one touchdown retort:is tonight over Louts-vibe Male,
ranked No 5 Fkiget, which downed
allerd..fighting Minuil, 19-7 Friday
night ended ISS/914 111401"7
inn* streak bet osoltend
floret Quartering* Gaud' The
Bomb Brat= sailed watink strices
to Jim Gray in the end zone for
the Braves'- Wept y
Forret now is ranked No. 2. just
Hoeskitriville.
bet reid tup-ratiked
which rolled effortlessly over Caldwell County 25.8 kliday night.
Ninth ranked Thomas Jetteremi
'Ginned Wargener 61-19 in ether
layinyille area tiday

Vice

Talk

Harrieen County and No. 8 Fort
Thortras Highlands bcth overcame
opposition as expected
Harrison
County throttled Mount Sterling.
38-20. while the Illuebt-da booed Dixie
HMO-as 27-7

Cook's Jewelry
"n

11

MAIN STREET

WILSON' USED CARS
comrAers

WALLIS DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday

iver

:AMPS
911 )
rrs.

'AT1ON

GET YOUR CAR

READY FOR WINTER

I

Can Take Live
Coon In Land
Between Lakes

13-1921

•

RYILE

lb

Tints*

—

NURRAT.

Thoroughbreds.
Fight For
Second Win
The Murray Sc,te Thoroughbreds.
Wirt won the:r first Jame cf the
season at Moreleed last Saturday,
will try for a re pea t. pertormance
before a home c:.owd Saturday n:ght
When they play University of Tennessee. Martin Branch
The game will be Murray's first
With a non-Ohio Valley Conference
team. In the fait four games, the
Ra:ers have been atekettoed out by
East Termesyee 2744. beaten by Austin Peay 23-6, tied 37-17 by Erse
ens, and have wen over 'Morehead
13-12.
TJTM33 is win less in three games
but has performed exceedingly aerial
not to have won. OVC power Mktdie Tennessee ineneged only a- Ss.
14 win over the Vols. C4heryloessif
were to Arkansas State and Delta
State.
Racer
Don Shelion
the Vole C
1
1121
:young club with a
/pone pas,mr game and a good
scrambling quarterback. "Every UT
MB club we've Wand has been ao- I
greraive and strong on detansE—
and
this one Is too." iFileiten mit "I-,
think their not having- vearrmalrell
them' =ere clannerous. perthxdoriN
since they had rather beat is thw
my trim"
Shelton reports the Racers in
high entrits alter thr:r Morehead I
win end says this week's practioe l
has been the best of the year. The
team ts near tap physical condition
with only center Lloyd Harrill
to mien the some. Hen* lI11
1001
knal wenn lesan•rn two siestie
ago. Tackle George Trepans and
inctsaker Neil Harm leasMowend tromOnjuries they nieshigt at
alosseestesV
siurray has never law to 171`14B
In the four-year series, but all but
last year's game have been
Las year they romped to a 3244
victory.
Offensive starters for the Ricers ;
will likely be Jchn Waltman and
Wayne W38on. ends. Jim Bliss arid
Richard Hanprwee, nolcias: Charlie
Mitchell end Cillinef mins guards:
David Bleisly. center; Torrent. gunSeebeck; Bryn*. fullback; Terry
Oman. wIngtaak. end Gianni* tailback.
Deleruive seartans will be
lillaSery and Jerry Grantham ends:
and George Tnwntri. tack,
Is: Charles Hine. middle cove
Neil Haynes end Dave Pike, Li
Socines; Clyde Adkins and Ilar.
Tanner. comer buena, and ItGreen and Croorn. astety

PAGE THR Ek.

HIGHWAY
SIGN
LANGUAGE

VHEEL

•

•

Don't Drive An
UNSAFE CAR
ANYTIME..
but especially in the winter when driving conditions are hazardous! Put

•

•

brakes, exhaust system, steering, etc.,
in

top working order and . .

-vice

DRIVE SAFELY!

ER1KS

CAMPS

BANK OF

•

The Chances Are 1 In 4
That You'll Have An
Accident If You Don't
Know Your Highway Sign
Language.

MURRAY

-9062

a

•

Downtown

Office

Branch
•

•

rE

5th & Poplar

4th & Main

.61L8

Calloway County's Only
Authorized Agent

STOP
Octagon shape, red background, white lettering. It
means what it says. Corns
to a complete stop and then
proceed when traffic is clear.

KY. LAKE
OIL COMPANY

AFIELD
Triangle shape, yellow
background, black lettering.

Slow down or stop and give
cross traffic from both
directions the right-of-way.

New Concord Road

Charles M.Baker
Distributor

PHONE 753-1323

WARNING
(GULF

loRESNO, adaf eir — Out
town art *Vern. probed a pop a,
bust of a wrman with George
Washington:a face d ne n red. Mete
and blue mire
sculptor Ronald ;
Jensen. oot Prearg Pau- Art Exhibit
Cheatham lint Pat Cheffe rejected
11.
libe =id it "desecrates Cr fate
end the father of our country and r
Il un-Arnernen."
Janina end -no Intunlion to offend %%as involved when I merle it.
It sum .pset er..-t of a ratirc of what
Cry tad you when you Muth- aavertaing--sexad1s"
—

FOR CORRECT
TIME mod

PlIANKTORT. ICy Sportamen's
dub), of Kentucky ins haVe ale
DAY OR NIGHT
privies, of taking nac000ns.
&am the Land Between the Lases El
/AL
Ana provided Ithiar =nib wall
COON MT
noes and nalulattons outlined by
the Department of PIM end Wildtee Resources. has announced.
R4100001r1t
swan tram be tiled
Of
for restocking purposes onsi clubs
Murray, Kenturk•
orterms to partsrpsse Si the harreot
moot that obtain a permit front Derairtrner• near nun be speedlad
In the request tor the permit The
overslept:ton as seit by the ginoles.
beagle on October 23 and Mil continue theough Nowerner 8, e.
108 airwisys
and
roaming ore the rulers, ae outtired es Arnold MlitisiL director
of the Madam of cams Mamemem Clarest must be taken &Nee
orol °oh in 267MS* hours and no
does nay be used by the hunters:
no dent or den trees am be destroyed or shelled in aericilliff Cr sacm. Only climbers may be used
Main at 6th - Murray, Ky
and squeelera. pea, fire rod al other
macho:is are Siegel AU Femora par- ,
tialpitina 311w Wing of Cr rumors must hasp a hunting license.;
Hunters Wald Mit in and check
out at Cr offices of the Land Setweet Cr Lakes. at Golden Pend,
Ky.

Diamond shape, yellow
background, black

lettering or symbol. Thee*
signs warn you of
conditions ahead, such as
curves, side roads,
intersections, etc. Bo alert.

753-6363

PIMPLES HANK

CAIN & TAYLOR

OIL'PRODUCTS-.
403 So. 2nd Street

PHONE 753-3571
Nate Beal, Distributor

REGULATION

[SPEED
ZONE
AHEAD

Burton Young
Square shape, white background, black lettering. The,.
signs state traffic regulations,

such as speed limits, turning
and passing restriction, and

Distributor

Texaco Products

others. Heed them.

PHONE 753-2321

GULF SERVICE

RAIlLili0+8111)
Round shape, yellow background, block X and RR.
A railroad crosses the
highway ahead; stop and
make sure the way is clear.
Other signals used are
white cross arms with black
lettering, bells, flashing
lights and gates.

1964
AUSTIN-HEALY
Sprite

We give S8tH Green
Stamps with ALL
Cars!

WAJMITNOTON Ittel — The linked
neaten and Sepecien have remount
' Alit couid mew a
adlinic stomas ,
Soviet ntiolear explosion, pill:ably
inalentround
'The Atonic Emery/ Cionatekeion
ABC maid Friday the Waning In
"Illcatni a powsibles meteor test Is the
/Semite .atirr.k test newton et Si.
bora.

Also. . .
A GOOD SELECTION
OF OTHER USED CARS

So. 2nd Street

P.O. Box 281

Murray, Kentucky 4207

r

ASHLAND
OIL
and REFINING COMPANY
So. 2nd Street

The shape, color and message of these familiar

highway
signs are guideposts that protect you and your loved ones.
Ignore them and the chances are one in four that you
or someone close to you will suffer the hurt, the pain, the
scars... the total disability inflicted by traffic accidents.*
Make the decision for safe driving in your favor. the
lifetime you save may be your own
Ane,elissay.
r.

(1..hnIt 5,000 Stamps)

PHONE 753-5424

Usis P.
a_

•
•

John H. Parker

GEORGE IS rorpt.i)

NUCLEAR TREMORS?
Main

C.

PHONE 753-2432

Phone 753-5862
* SPECIALS *

rr

OIL COMPANY
Railroad Avenue

TEMPERATURI

,'
re

STANDARD

-•••••11.1••••

-

-

-r

A

•••••

•••

•

••-

•

•••

•

• •••

I.
•

•••;., POUR

TUE LILDGRIL
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The Ledger & Times.
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?%€w;
Milsionary Group
Of;Presbyterian
Chisrch Has Meet

• • •

if'illiams-Jones Ifogagorient

Auxiliary of the
Asa** 0-ove Combatant'
Prestirtrrsan 01sur.721 mo Wednesday menu*. October 13 au :he
salt the president !stra.
Neil hood. prerai.:-.4
-Aldus Clow li Knit- we. the
of the program pr.:ct
es ne by
Rev and.ln Cecil
:
271/0243.
11
and NU Cra
114. IlLarrsU Lawson save
' go* an the Wilect "Now

Wonsan's Soeiso Of
Lynn Grove Church
Holds Meeting__
The Women's Soria/
esystste a the gm Grove

•

Ifelitedet Cher* hoW al OECDber meeting si the laurels
lb, president. Mn Jon Story. I
presided
Mrs Oarl Looknert and Mrs. I
JINN) Arable bid charge ot the ,
meant*. oa, ase theme. 'Me ilth
Aun.versary 6r the Welton's aceghosaillan dernee" Also inkistr
And Me On the programa was Me
Senders liLLer
Spiciel muse aim tuna' wee given
by the Mean Kelm and Mn Lee
Redden
At the clam of the propmen. coffee end • besuadidd doosolled anOtegreary cone were served the
laillebeis and their Wen hinge
Mrs (Lynn Select oad kart. libb
elcirtan.
•••

=
Pa

ie.

vac: of the execut,ie Ward
United Church Women was
by Mrs Ian Crawford
Burnett, ;editor of Use
woo in charge of the Riosin Box offering dectiostion
pr =ser
men Mrs Roy
Or
NE..s• Dula °edam mid
Mrs
-Jones
• • •

hrie Home Scene
Of Circle III WMS
eting Tuesday

it..11110 lioimanwilars Club assit
ks rao lips at Mn Gerald Smith
on Tandby. October 1.2, at one
the afternoon witA the
'Ogle*
pendent. Mn David Manny. presr -zinc
Illionls KAM 11111111ana
I. Mn hums torttrirt pave Ike
ler end Mn Jahn L. Wilhelm ammeoce Ins anpagionent and at- devotion front Psalms 1 1-6 ierepv
Winching wierissite of
Bonnie
to Dads Lee Ward' helms were toren tot WO.
Jones, eon of Mr and Mrs Chelan I. Jews of Many 'tome Pour
Obruid SSnsLL
klas Williams ii • IOU graduate d Werra Rah Rchroi and is a
Mr& PronidIn lissehrog and Mn
freemen at httirrey State College
Jona Imes ome a very tritanstIng
ldr Jones attended Calloway County Ash lidaMI and is 'twesently ,esion on -tlelentIon of Ftaralturn
empioned at the General Tire and laul•hor.
Plant in Meefteld
Refrellbrnents aere served to the
The wedding will be solecnrused so May. Ilisnmalor 11. ea Mr eleven members and one now mmo'clock to the ~sane at the Ping Method* Churek
Morrew. No ber Mn
Jonei.
formal iniegbations are beano sent and all telsoda and relsettes sob inThe tie* meettng *II be held
to
with • potluck lunch
November
et 11 a.m. and regidsr mestuur at
OM pm_ in the hone of Mrs Jerry

!letTir,tg o%

...
•

Mr and Mn W A Cheinatiors
ot Dezzot Mott_ an waling her
Mn Ivan Outland. her brother Prue Leasitar.
hie lb&
ter 1js II 0 littler. and litati

Cry Of The Sexes!
‘1iii \ an Itureti

hare Wont Ileadoiph acmespanne her moan boss Laileelle
to bearlowe. Oklahoma. Mr a shit
wai her dennaer. Mn Min
Whisker and am
DILAR MST: bik a am whet
...
type of ease be lass ben and
aue
Fannie 1Willueme of May- nine ast cd Is. wti
y. `One ma
ne
Wm is well mown in Mur- Stefeelnine ippe Bak. I agree
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HOLIDAY SAYS:

By Special Request
We Will Continue Our

%t

Reduced Rate
_

LARGE VARIETY . . . AND ALL YOU CAN RAT
At

HOLIDAY INN OF MURRAY

ANNOUNCING
the Opening
of Our

NEW CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
On So. 12th Street - Murray, Kentucky

Open House Will Be On Sunday Afternoon
October 17, 1965 -2 to 5 p.m.
YOUR ATTENDANCE WILL BE WELCOKR
Dr. Victor W. Hagler, Jr. -

Phone 753-2321
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Rote Yourself On These Typical
Winter Driving Situations

ESTATE

•

•

•
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•

•

407 Maple Street

PIM 753 4451
1,41

malperiar iftet.latriire moderate trains

going et e reesonabie speed. You round. curve and suddenly your car
starts to skid. What clayey do?
11 1. Skim sit'. Wolin as hael a yea eery Is slop Woos you 1*
something.
L 2. Turn year whisk in the direction of the skid and step on the gas.
L 3. Turn your wheals in the direction of the skid, kisop your foot Off
this aceolorator, push in the dutch or leave the lemonsissaan in drive
range end pump the brakes lightly.

FRAZEE,MEINGIN&
HOLTON
Gatlin Building
.31 2 Main Street

PHONE 753-3415
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Eigilway 641 - South of City LiMitS
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ARE YOU A
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DRIVING PRO?
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Adults ____

Osteher 11
Whamenn Assostedion ef °Wage
Presbyterian Church will meet at
the barns at Mrs Paul Lynn, ISM
Haw: at mght pin
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The Poretiore Area Homemakers
Club inn have its district meeting
at Murray State College st ten

Phone 753-1917 or 7S3-4,47
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"It Does Make A Difference
I. You Pun up to s step fight in the curls lane where mew is piled up.
The Nght changes arid you stop WI the gas but your tivhiaris hint spin.
What do you de?

Who Writes Your Insurance"

• 1. Gun he meter se the wheels will iGg down to send ground.
:7 2. Put the tremornienen in second or drive and movie out slowly. rocking the cot back and forth from forward to reverse if noesssary to got
netted.

E 3. Let most of the air out of the rear tires and accelerate hard to break
through.

•

STATE FARM
INSURANCE
•

C. You are driving horns ham with, it is getting dark and bogbliting I.
snow. What pm/aunt/es should you Mho?
1. Leek ahead for possible dangers arid be prepared to act qukkly.
2. therlure speed and turn on your lights.
- 3. Us. w,ndshield wipers, defroster and a windshield scraper to hoop
winsand mirrors door of ice,snow and alingsamition.

Answars:
A-3. Cesarean, any skid depends on mainteWrig rains friction
between your tires and the road surface,. 0 the hit spins or If the
brakes Ls& you lose all contra.
15-2. Spinning the wheels or lotting air out of year tires wilt only bury
the car deeper and maks it impeesibie to get out without the old
of a wrecker.
perautlens that
C-1, 2 and 3. All of these are common sense safelly
mishaps dust
will greatly multiply your chances of avoiding
Is bed weather cenditiens.
Noe yourstolf ono poke for oath gerostIon amwerid correct/y.

Clyde Roberts

753-3245

Gene C.athey

753-3245

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE

1 Point—fee your own astray and that of your loved ens, too lel
mediate Gellert te re...et Aso foul% In your &Nino hrildts„
•Paints—Park your ear and rel.* pat"synnerseorstion

•

209 Maple Street

PHONE 753-4703

3 Paints-You are a "Winter Driving Pre"; precise your geed driving
habits and watch out for the ether guy.
2 Points—You have a morginal chant* of eurvhfhig the winter without
•trot& ealderr no careful!

•

Ray T. Broach
Agent
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How To Mold.

•

'TAGS FIVE

TRE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KERTIICKT

SATURDAY -- OCTOBER I6, 1965

• ••

•4 OUT OF 5 ACCIDENTS *70W0FsALLIINJURIES
Two-car collisions cause these... •40% OF ALL FATALES
All two-car crashes start in one of these situations
For each there's a simple defense.

CE
t.

•

•

1.vehicle ahead
defense

A car Is fogowing you dee* mod you slew
down suddenly for a turn %althea* viaming.

defense

alert. Expect the driver ahead of you to
brake at any time without warning or
apparent reason.

. stay
s

4
1
/

a. stop nnoethly. A gradual stop gives Ms
following driver ms to react and spine
to stop.

b. stay ahead of the situation. Watch as fat
ahead as you can for obstacles that may
cause a sudden stop.
C. stay back. Allow on interval of one car
length for each 10 m.p.h. of speed; more on
wet -or icy pavement.
d. start stopping sooner. When you know you
have to stop, slow down gradually.
•
..
________________

&
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atifsaoserseraaTaerres-Azs...a.stesei_
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ohnd
.vehidt bi

You're following another car he a stream of
traffic and the driver ahead stops suddenly.

:AL

a
.r

b. signal. Signal your intentions well befog*
you slow or stop.

c. keep dear.Some drivors are bump's...chows(
slow down eland encolmago them to papaw.

2i0
(7

3.meeting a vehicle Alli.vehicle at
nse
defe
defense
Yes apples& Olt imisssection and haw**
right-of-way, boo a car sr the side used irons

You drift into the oncoming traffic lone, or
start a loft turn in front of traffic, or on
approaching driver crosses the center line into
your kale.

5
rence

the signal or slop ale&

a. be p•ipmad.litimach each intensifiers
with year feet AI dr gas and poised over
the brake pedal.

a. stay right. Den't crowd the center line; if on
oncoming driver 'Fossils it, worn him with
your horn or lights.

ince"

b. look both ways. took first to the left and

b. watch out for curves. Slow down for curves
and stay on your own side of the rood.
t.. let traffic dear. When making a left turn,
keep your wheels straight ahead and wait
ter a see opening.

M

:E

4

then to the sight to make sure Indic is
dear at every intersection.
c.

don't ffght it. You have the right-of-way
only wise.% it is info. regardless of stop IlliPKW
or the law.
4.
1.41/0014/010

atLJ

4:•teryessair5trui.eirpial4egreattresairtiertor.

3245

Smell&passing you 1
'
defense

3245

Another driver passes and cuts back sharply in
front of you, or the driver neat to you changes
lanes without warning,

.1

ll'aa Owe to pass and that SamsIon mom to
get back in, or the as behind yariees aided
so pass at the same time.

dense

a. help out. Help the other driver paw and
protect yourself; slow down if he needs
more room to gel back in.

a. be sure. Know your cerescapekdan what
be doubt, don't pass.
jba, tfivadt the Mai% Waver poll cot to pose
anima you're sum someono.bebind yew INN
doing the same thing.

b. check the rear. On& the rear view mimes
and glance beds, then signal and make
your turn.
keep right. Keep to the tight Inaptlawn
passing or naming; get in the pew
lane for a turn.

fa, give warning.Sound veer%masa yea
lights to dart die darer abead.k
gat back in. Return to yeur Ione asseen,
as you 900 the puled Imbide I"Tax rota
'taw mirror.

d. check, then mew.Don't nese astaislods.
ing space to leek hr 1h4810:11dore A
kook before you mom •

•

Wait lientue
‘
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SATURDAY - OCTOPER 18, 1985
7:00 God Is The Sewer
8:00 Jake Has and The IrOprials
10:00 TV Ompol 11M1
9:30 Below and Cmil
1000 Builwinkle
10:30 Discovery
Christopihers
11:30-The Living Word
12:00 Oral Roberta ,
Ey ED MISUital
12:30 Issues and Amgen
10:15 Rader NIVesther
1 00 Wild ICinedom
UNIFORMS have played a
1:00 U. T. Football
1 30 Collette Bowl
Channel 5
-WLAC-TV 1020 Today In Sparta
key role in the career of rigged
2.00 Travel Time
10:30 Chicago Bears
2 00 AFL
Richard X. Slattery. The tall,
2:30 The Flintstonee
12:80
Sipa
Ott
5
00
Porter
N'acner
broad -shouldered, freckle-faced
CBS
3 00 Range Rider
PM WEDNESDAY EVENING
5 30 The Capitol
actor as the first to admit at.
Oct. MI
6:30 Wonderftd
World of Color 3 30 Topper ...Suwon Peri Via
"I was a cop on the New
Network Programs .%Iso On
4-00 Tammy
(Color
York City police force when I
▪
isemnseat
Jackson Channel 7 and
430 Ileadm Gold Family (Th.)
became en an actor,' he related
7:30 Boinded (Ccdcri
5 -00 Gellert Men
-Cape Girardeau Channel LI
In New York recently. "My first
8 00 Bonanza tColor)
E.16 Radar Weather
rule in television was playing
9:00 The Wackteat Slap in the 6 00 Voyage to the Bottom of the
41:30 Today In Sports
See
a police lieutenant on The VerArmy
6:311 lost In ellwee
Mask et Oct. 16-0e1. 28
7:00? B I Story
dict Is Years. Neat, I played a
10:00 Niews. Weather Sparta
13111 Beverly Mlitelhea (Coke)
8 -00 Movie
police captain on that show. My
10 15 Weekend at the Movies
8:00 Green Acme iCoicirr
R. 11. MONDAY TIIROUGH
first
acting on the West Coast
10:15 News
6:30 Dick Van Dyke
PM
MONDAY EVENING
In
1962 was in the role of an
10:20 AOC Scope
$.00 My Maar la Barbra
FRIDAY, DAYTIME
Oct. It
Army
sergeant in the Gliflarst
11:00 r-1018 Ilse Big News
Mrs series which ran for 26
11 30 Driderervurel
6:45 Perm News
10:15 Radar Weather
6-30 Hullabaloo (Color,
episodes. Now'I'm playing Capt.
COO Comtry Junction
10:30 Today In Sports
7:00 Jahn Forsythe Show (Color) PM
MONDAY EVENING
Morton, skipper of the U.S.S.
745 Morning News
10:30 Rawhide
7:30 Dr. Kilkaire iColor
Oct 18
Reluctant. in NBC's new series
7-56 Morning Weather
11:30 Malmo Dollar Movie
8 00 Perry' Como
Mr. Roberts.
1:00 Captaan KANACIAr00
5-00 Huckleberry Hours)
1:00 Sims Off
9.00 Ron For Your life (Color
The storyline, according to
1:00 WLACTV Bingo
6 30 12 O'Cloolt High
10:00 Nom picture
Dick, is different from the one
PM TMIRSDAY EVENING
11:30 The McCoys
7 30 Cheyenne
10:15Chaelle Bradshaw Show
people remember in Thomas 0.
Oct. 21
311:10 Andy of Mayberry
8 30 The Farmer's Daughter
10:30 Tonight Show
Heggen's famous World War 1.1
30:30 Dick lain Deice
Coior
novel, and from the long runLOD
PM
11:60 Lowe at Lite
TUESDAY EVENING
9 -00 Ben Ogee,
ning play and movie which
6:11 Maw trailher
Oct. II
6:25 Robert Theit News
came
later.
6:3S IVION In Sports
PM
TUESDAY EVENING
I1:110 Search for IS:marrow
1:35 Thelleiratera
6.30 My /fattier the Car (Color)
-They are just keeping the
Oct. 19
11'45 The Guiding Light
7110 0011111panb Island
main characters-Roberts, En700 Please Don't Eat the Dais7:30My 'Three Sons •
500 Peter Potentate
sign Pulver, Doc, and the capP. M. MONDAY THROUGII
ies lOokr)
11
IMP
6:30
tainand involving them In a
Thratlay
Combat
night Endo
FRIDAY. AFTERNOON
7:30 Dr. Haase (Co)
variety of httmorbus Wenn' TR
101011111,151g
LAO TueedeefitIght litorFeirdireil 7.30 iitilairrireary
12:00 The Wand At Nom
the different episodes,' he ex10 16 Radar Weather
800 17 Troop
10:00 News Picture
12:05 Oki nine Singing Comention 10 10 Today In Sports
platned. "The role I play is
830 Peyton Moe I
10:15 Tonight Show iColor)
12-30 As The World Turns
similar to the martinet played
10 30 Jodi Green Show
9.00 The Pulsates •
As laugh Captain Morten in Mt. Rediens, Richard X. Slattery
1:00 Password
by Jimmy Cagney in dm movie.
10:36 Milian Dollar Movie (Odor) PM WEDNESDAY EVENING
looks askance at Steve Hamien. The girl Is levedy Pewees,
PM WEDNESDAY EVENING
1:30 Home Party
Oct. IS
But they are making me more
12 00 Sign Off
Oct. IS
2:00 lb Ted
sympathetic, so that I win be the police force.
Truth
to moonlight frurn my regular
6 30 Eagle in • Cage
FRIDAY EVENING
more believable over a lung TV
2:35 Doug Edwards Nees
••My father was a policeman. Job, both on TV and at the
500 Yogi Bear
8:00
Bob
Mope
Theatre
(Coke)
series
run.
2:30 Edge of Night
. so it was the natural thing to Ellackfriars Theater off Broad630 Orme it Harriet 1Color)
Oct 22
9:00 I Spy (Color)
• • •
3:80 Secret Storm
do," related Dick. "1 went into way. By 19511, I realised that
700 Patty Duke
10:00 Ness Pkture
MOST of the action in Mr. the Akmartment in early 1947. I was stealing a lot of time
2:311 Lloyd Thaxion Show
0:118Newebeat
720 Oldest •Color)
10 15 Accent
Roberts is being filmed on the
4:00 Big Show
theirz,dg
nevit
arinuius
ne ypears
recinvi
c•tasi.
s from my police work and asked
6:15 Radio nosther
8.00 The Big Valley (Color)
10 45 Tuned show (ark.)
I'S S Reluctant set at Warner 1
Mon "Wagon Train"
for a year's leave of absence.
to
610 lbday
Ivor
9:00 Amos Etude, Secret Agent
Brothers which was used in the This inriisdsd a maitismoses It was granted, arid I never reThe. "hillbcomba Love" •
610 RIM. Mad Week
PM
THURSDAY EVENING
1955 movie. It coat $31.006 to stint on the vice squad. Then turned to the police force."
Wed,'Mow Go Lucky"
PM
THUltSDAY EVENING
▪
Horponle Beres (Oolor)
Oct. 21
renovate the half shrp on the one of my friends suggested
• • •
Thr. 'The LIP& Savage"
Oct 11
6:1116 Omar Pleg MEC (Color)
studio stage. The original cost that I try to get a job at the
SINCE that time. Slattery has
psi The Nisrater"
11
-30
Daniel
Boone
(Coke
500 Magill& Orilla
LEI floodint Broduni
if
the big prop ten years ago Police Academy where they racked -4) TV credit , on such
5 30 CBS Evening News with Wel. 9:011 antarrelFelopie
7:30 Laredo (Color)
6:30 Shindig
WWI 641.000, and It would run trained recruits.
shows as Ourosasoke. Hai Stop.
ter Cronklee
11 - 30 Mona Idiciatigrec (Color)
15:00 The as Nowa
7.00 Dania Reed Show
more than twice that figure to
• • •
The Gres* Atie-eNtrore, Krolt
••00 Dori Marlin eCtilor)
0.
10:16
Rader
Wenn
730
K.
Orackorby
(Color)
reproduce
it
today.
Exterior
SATURDAY
"IT- WAS a nice detail. so I Searle sae Theater, The Ls's10:00 News Picture
10:30 Today In Spores
11:00 Bewitched
Mooting with palm trees and applied and was accepted. At tenon; and lektcolt Hoar.
10.16 Mole* Show (Odor)
Oct 16
10:30 rims of the 50%
830 Peyton Place n
similar Pacific foliage is done the lire I had no aspirations to., - After I began appearing reg12- 15 Night MID
000 Long Hot Summer
on oho of the back lots.
be an actor. Part of my pit ularly in Colima Mrs' he said
PM
FRIDAY EVENING
630 fluorine Seirsentiw
1 16 Sign OW
His present role marks Slat- caned for roe to put on sketches with A smile, "I received a good
Oct. 22
inie
FRIDAY EVENING
710 add& Hill Varela. Show
'
tery's seventh year as an actor and playlets for the recruits to nit or mail troni my
Oct. 22
111111 Berile said Amide
B:30 Camp Roman* (Color)
New York born, he graduated Instruct them in proper police dies in the Police Dep.,.
CIO Mnosesse Tuxedo
5:00
Woody
Woodpecker
'15 Hank (Coke)
from All Hal-loom High School procedures. These ran any- meet of which was unquotable '
5:00 Mighty WY*
6:30 'lb. Lieutenant
In the Bronx in 1942. For a where front Ave minutes to a
When be isn't working on Mr.
Channel 6
-WPSD-TV 7:30 Omeroy
7:30 Addams Family
11.30 Inus die Lionhearted
short time he attended Fordham half hour. In addition, we made Rober:s. Dick can be found with
W. Rama
00 Harm Wait
1010 Ina mal Jerry
University
on
a
track
films
in
the
City
Colhis
wife and their Ave children
and foot- mauling
0:80 Mal truth UNCLE (Odor)
NBC
8.30 Peyton Mace
311:30orsi4 Draw McGraw
ball scholarship. Then he en- lege auditorium"
at his home In North Hollywood
10:111 Nom Miro
9:00 Jimmy Demo Show
Paelefe Parte
listed lit the Air Force and be.
In doing this. Dick conned Is the San Fernando Valley.
Network Programs Ale* Oa 111:15 Tanen ilkgsg
LAO My Prior* nada
came a cadet. After getting his and borrowed camera emaimmet "It's• completely different life
4
Channel
Nashville
I.2:36 Easy Erg
wings he served as a lieutenant from Alm companies. "This from the one we lived M New
110 Ions
for two and a half years in brought we into contact with York." he mid. "It's a lot
Week of Oct 16-Oet 12
the Pacific area. Following his , people in stow business." be slower and more informal, but
1:28 Advsoaure
Channel 8- WSIX-TV
discharge. he der, tel to join attri•-ii. "and before long I began I like it
2:460rom likansoille
blueit
A. M. MONDAY YINIII0Vall
1411FONIIM
Mhit
Dratria.t.4 by Ken Fiera... Brad....
31110 NFL (ABC
FRIDAY. DAYTIME
4:85 Mg Man
4:1S left
0:111 Ginnillion Alphabet
Network Programs Also On
oviay arid Rat =melons.
710 Rea" dhow
610 Loyd thimilan Stow
Harrisburg Channel 3
The -Laredo" edienture on NW!
11110 Nomiboat
ESO Itaxplin gloom
Week re Oct. 16-Oct. 22
Is 'Anybody Hare Bann
?" The
6:30 Fran ficorebord
536 NBC NM
IP 30 Ouncesdallian
ranarra WV kat Mho a trip by •
6:30 Man °lemon
A. M. MONDAY THROUGH
7:30
20:819 Marone Star
resourceful young woman.
Lemsr
FRIDAY, DAYTIME
• Mown
CPO Clemosoke
-The CHB mortar sea Sr 'Oceans
•
11.38 Lib nig Pug Office
Ian droosiday Big Nowa
By JACK GAYER
or friends is unable to Nan author- volved In the IritregUtos of • mama 11." Marring Prank Sinatra and
6:00 Cake Bars
11:86 NBC Day Report
110:111 Dant, Warebar
Dean Martin
NEW 'YORE 0 - The belevidon unborn for the Gots and aid die town.
0'05 Time Table
1010 Tried hs intro
netwartor ea provide • number of needs.
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3492 AND STILL GROWING
Average Net Paid Daily Circulation Of The Ledger & Times
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1956 -- 2,408

1957 -2,517
• •

1L8-2,518
1959-2,603

1960 - 2804
1961 - 2825
•

1962 - 3021
1963 - 3026
194
3258

• •

•

1965

482

•

Nearly EVERYB ODY Reads The Ledger & Times
Listed above are the annual average net paid cir -ulation figures of the daily Ledger and Times
since 1956, which reached a peak on October 1, 1965, of 3,482 subscribers. Calloway County's
population is 20,972, of which over 5.000 are college students. Applying the national average of

•

NEWSPAPERS

4 persons to the family, there are approximately 3700 families in Calloway County not counting the college students. This gives the Ledger and Times an almost 100 per cent saturation of
the city and (minty which represents a large buying market of which Murr ay is the center.
Counting the (oliege students the Ledger and Times gives over 70 per cent coverage and this

MAKEA SIC
OlfirRiNCE
I IN PEOPL('S
LIVES

o

coverage is increasing daily. This is all PAID ci rculation. These readers pay for the LEDGER
AND TIMES because they want to read the ne ws published daily in their home-town, homeowned newspaper. That's why advertising messages in your daily newspaper bring the best re_
sults.
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Make It A Nightmare

Worries

Stop

You ore driving down a four-lane two-way
and there are red, green,
street. You look up
and amber lights dangling in front of you, right
in the middle of the block, "What do they mean,"
you wonder.
Lane lights are used in cities to regulate the
, flow of traffic during rush_ hours. For example,
in the morning, cars going in the direction of
'town can travel on the two right lanes, woich
are marked with green arrow lights. The2b,ird

Lane Lights

stop at a four-way stop. So does a car on
a strew at a right angle to you -- at the some
time. You sit and look at each other. Who has the
right-of-vray'
He does, since he is on your right. However,
,if you were them before he was, you may go
first. (Don't zoom into th• intersection too
rapidly, though -- he may not know you were
there

'119
wiciu

Four-Way

You approach an intersection in a lane marked
"Left Turn Only" - and you wont to go straight.
What should you dal'
You must turn left, unless you see 'the sign
far enough ahead of time to girt into o center
lone safely. (Greater traffic regulation is necessary in the ciies - if you break the rules you
will soon see why.) A general rule to follow is
"Stay in a center lone unless you plan to turn."

Left Turn Only

to the crosswalk in front of you. What should you
do7
Wait for him. The pedestrian has the right of
way at all marked crosswalks and at all interSections, (Never pass any vehicle which has
stopped to permit a pedestrian to cross the roadway.)
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transportation.
By NSC figures, about $9 million in private
funds is being spent...
. . . by notional traffic safety service organizations that provide technical guidance to
public officials;
. . . by state and local citizen safety organzcrtions
. . . and, by several privately,financed national organizations (such as the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety and the Automotive Safety Foundation) that conduct largescale continuous programs.
Total public and private funds: S709 million woefully inadequate for satisfactory management
of a 1186 billion highway transportation system
in which nearly $82 billion is reinvested annually.
The Action Program covers education, traffic
courts, engmeering, motor vehicle administration and other functions related to safer, more
orderly traffic movement. Safety authorities_ ,,
agree that it's the best guide to traffic occident
prevention.
The National Safety Council has estimated
that application of this Program at the level required by today's traffic would cost...
$500 million MORE annually, in state al
local public funds.
$13.5 million MORE avuolly in private
funds.
These additional expenditures are needed,
not only to save lives ond prevent injuries, but,
to preserve our system of moving people and
goods.
There's an alternative: We can keep on killing
more people, crippling more people, and pouring
more billions down the drain - until the public
and demands that Uncle Sam
gets a
take over.
It's up to business leaders to:
Contribute to the larger budgets required by
the national traffic service organizations.
Contribute to their local and state citizen
safety organizations - and give leadership in
improving these programs.
We must sell traffic safety to our citizen
leaders and to the general walking and driving
public. we do this,
When
we'll get the funds we need.

of Chiefs of Police, Inc.

I. Brown, President Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Washington, C. C.

A Partial Reprint from 'THE POLICE CHIEF, Official Publication, International Association
ported on the highway..
NATURALLY enough, we usually think of traffic
There's need to hit harder on the pocketbook
accidents in terms of their human costs: Death.
angle. Whet are accidents and congestion costing
Suffering. Grief.
in terms of hard-earned cash, and in terms of
Certainly these factors, alone, are sufficient
threatening our entire system of moving people
to require our best efforts to prevent accidents and goods?
and the stepping up of those efforts.
In these terms, the impact may be enough to
reviewed
not
that's
factor
There's also another
jolt the hardest-headed businessinan and the
often enough: the economic burden.
tightest-fieted member of a city council's or
To cite a couple of examples
state legislature's appropriations committee.
Leaders of the Florida Traffic Safety Council
In these terms, the police chief and his traffic
wanted to show business and industry what the
division am engaged in more than a hazy somestate was paying for street and highway acthing called "accident prevention." They're
dents.
trying to save people money, trying to help them
In a widely distributed folder, they pointed to
to get a better return on the tax dollars they've
the heavy and growing death and iniury toll.
put into streets and highways - and the dollars
They also noted:
put into owning and operating a business
they
The economic cost of last year's traffic
and their own motor vehicles.
accidents was more than 1200 million -a cost
A National Safety Council formula indicates
equal to 140 for every man, woman and child in
that it costs an employer an overage of 1600 for
Florida.
each employee iniured in traffic; and that averThe North Carolina Traffic Safety Council
age times-lost from the lob is 112 man-hours.
published a booklet for the some purpose
That adds up to a lot of money -a lot of lost
"In North Carolina," the booklet reported,
productivity.
"the estimable direct loss from traffic accidents
National traffic safety authorities have noted
every year almost equals the state's annual inthe close relationship between prosperity, motor
vestment in the public school system for one
vehicle travel and traffic accidents. There's been
million students."
abundant supporting evidence in the last several
Both publications give evidence of the growing
years: good times, bad safety record.
awareness of the huge economic losses that
What does this mean to the police chief, trying
accidents are imposing. Both of them also give
to control accidents, and their drain on human
recognition to a basic fact: to save dollars, you
and economic resources'
hove to spend dollars.
It means more people will hove more money to
Everybody engaged in traffic accident prego more places, do more things. More people on
vention has one thing in common:, money. The
the road. More liquor being consumed. More
lack of money, that lilt's true whether he's a police administrator
drunks driving away from parties.
How con the police administrator, and others
or other public official, asking • for on adequate
with traffic safety responsibilities, be expected
appropriation; or o private safety organization
to cope with this sittration? H. can't - any more
representative, seeking enough financing.
than he con cope with it now - unless there are
One reason, of course, is the growing comsome changes.
petition among all agencies -public and privatefor o greater share of the pot. The other reason
MORE MONEY NEEDED:
s that the pot isn't big enough.
Can it be that a new approach is needed PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
that emphasis on the death -and-iniury aspect of
accidents is not getting through to the purseLast year, the National Safety'Council estistring holders' Maybe people are becoming tone
mated the U. S. is spending about 1700 million
in public funds on police, courts, licensing,
deaf or shockproof to the never-ending reports of
driver education and other official management
tragedy and suffering- involving other people.
services affecting safe and efficient highway
People are simply getting callous to death re-

By Russell
1965

You are stopped at a red light; a green arrow
pointing in the direction in which you wish to
turn comes on -- but the other light is still red.
What should you do?
Proceed cautiously in the direction indicated
by the arrow, giving right of way to peckistrions
and other vehicles within the intersection.

Green Arrows

(Remember that you should give the appropriate
signal before you pull out of a parking place, as
well as before you stop to park.)

space.

You hove finally found a parking place on the
right side of a city street. You get ready to back
into it, and discover the front bumper of the car
behind you is two inches away from your bumper.
you groan to yourself.
You either neglected to give a right turn signal
in time, or the car behind you did not see it, If
he can bock up and let you pork, he should do so.
If too many cars have accumulated behind you,
you will lust have to look for another parking

Parking Problems

traffic,
Follow the directions of the lights: "go" in
the green lanes, "pass" or turn in the amber
lanes (but watch out for cars coming from the
opposite direction passing in that lane, and
"stop" in the red latle --that is, stop driving in
it before you have a head-on crash.

lane, marked with an amber light, is for passing
and turning and can be used by Cars going in
either direction. The fourth -- the left -- lone has
a red light facing the town-bound traffic - it is
for the use of cars going away from town.
During the ofteloon rush hours, the situation
is reversed, with two lanes available for the use
of cars leaving town, and one for town-bound

•

THE ECONOMIC COST OF TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

You want to turn right. The light is green and
you begin the turn -- but a pedestrian steps on

Wait for Walker

You are driving on a three-lane one-way street.
You wont to turn right, but there is a long lineof
traffic in the right lane -- and you are in it. What
should you do?
Keep driving until you can safely get into the
right lone and turn at the next opportunity (make
sure you're not turning into a one-way r street
going the wrong way). Do not turn from the tenter or left lane.
Ideally, you should be in the right lane at
least a block before you plan to turn. If heavy
traffic or your unfamiliarity with the streets prevents you from doing so, don't panic -- driving a
few extra blocks is less time-consuming than 0
smash-up.

Wrong-Lane

Kentucky is largely a rural state, and because
of this very fact, city driving can be a big problem to Kentucky drivers. To the non-city resident, driving in a metropolis con be a nightmare
often because city folks make it that way.
Here are some "dreamed up" city driving
situations to help both urban and non-urban
drivers sleep more soundly the night before they
tangle with the city snarl.

But Don't

Urban Driving Is No Dreom

SNEER AT
CITY SNARL
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EDWARD T. BREATHITT

COORDINATING COMMITTEE FOR TRAFFIC SAFETY

WHY SAFETY ON KENTUCKY HIGHWAYS
IS IMPORTANT TO YOU...
THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
DRIVING IN KENTUCKY ...
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servicemen; the store clerk; the neighbor next
door; and littlf boys and girls who are too young
to protect themselves from the dangers of the
adult world.
This is on appalling waste of life. Even more
appalling has been the failure of many of our
public officials and many of our citizens to do
something about it. We have become used to the
ghostly blood-letting on our highways. We have
come to occept highway deaths as inevitable.
Kentuckians, who will move heaven ond earth to
save the life of one person, stand idly by while
innocent men, women, and children are killed in
their automobiles.
Many persons think of traffic safety as the lob
of public officials only. Let the police do it. Let
the legislature do it. Let the courts do it. Anyone
but me.
It's not as simple as that. There is an individual responsibility to be assumed. Orgqnizations
have a responsibility too. There must be citizen
understanding and citizen support because there
is always somebody ready to throw o brickbat at
a traffic safety program. There are too many
selfish interests ready to tear it down. There are
too many toes to be stepped on when strict law
enforcement is the key to a drive.
Our county tudges, our prosecutors, our police
officials, cannot stand alone in this drive.
They've got to have public support behind them.

GOVERNOR EDWARD T. BREATHITT

THE GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE
More than a year ago, Kentucky launched an
all-out campaign to reduce the mounting slaughter
on its highways. Since speed is the principal
cause of serious accidents, we began suspending
the licenses of every convicted excessive speeder for o period of 90 days. There are no exceptions.
This is one of the most drastic crackdowns
ever undertaken by any state. Since this drive
started, I've hod some interesting letters, visitors, and telephone calls.
One man wrote me: "You'll never get my vote
againI"Another asked: "What kind of Governor
are you? It's the job of the politician to do favors for as many people as he can. If you don't
do favors, you won't be a good Governorl"
An attorney said: "You've destroyed the point
system." I even got it from a couple of t udges.
Some of my friends are worried over what effect
this clamor will have on my political future.
The answer is very simple. The only way for a
governor to handle a drive such as this - or any
other decision, for that matter - is not to worry
about votes. Just do the right thing and the votes
will take care of themselves.
I'm convinced that trying to save lives is the
right thing. If the program results in saving the
life of even one unknown person, then it's a success. If a number of lives are saved, it would be
,
a God-send.
Each year thousoAds of Kentucky citizens give
their time, their efforts, and their money to cancer
drives, to heart drives, to tuberculosis drives,
and to drives to fight all other killer diseases.
There is no limit to the work we will do, the
courage we will show, the sacrific•s we will
make to save l ust one life.
Is it too much, then, to expect people to be
courteous and to, obey the motor vehicle laws
and help save lives? If an airplane crashes and
kills 30 persons, it is banner headline news. If a
child on his way home from school is slain in on
insane crime, the state is sickened and aroused.
If a robb4r shoots a neighbor in a senseless
murder, there is a loud demand for instant retribution. This is the Kentucky and the American
concept - a concept that every life is precious.
Yet last year 911 persons were ruthlessly slain
on our state's .highways. These are the deaths
of fathers and mothers; college students and

KENTUCKY'S AC TION PROGRAM

It is a -Complex and far-reaching program. Corn'
missions. of Public Safety, Glenn Lavern, serves
as Vice-Chairman of the Governor's Coordinating
Committee for Traffic Safety in the development
of this ambitious protect.
Other areas of executive responsibilities include the Point System, the Driver Limitation
Program, and traffic safety promotion.

12. Upgrading standards of training for am•
bulanc• drivers' within the state.

the -application of justice in our traffic
courts.
2. . Development of a uniform traffic ticket
which it is hoped will be used by all
traffic enforcement agencies within the
state.
3. Conducting of regularly held regional
traffic court conferences.
4. Providing formal education and training for
drivers of state-owned vehicles.
5. Improving and implementing the school
bus training progron.
6. Expanding and improving the present
school bus safety inspection program.
7. Expanding and improving the educational
programs relating to school bus safety for
both the pupils and the motoring public.
8. Elimination of all obsolete traffic control
devices.
9. Retraining of all enforcement officers of
the Kentucky State Pelice.
10. Intensifying the program of highway roodblocks by Kentucky State Police to apprehend licensing violators and other motorists in violation of Kentucky law.
11. Improving and intensifying the state's
public information program on traffic

GOVERNOR'S COORD INATING COMMITTEE
FOR TRAFF IC SAFETY
In Kentucky, we are fortunate in that our Chief
Executive, Governor Edward Breathitt, is very
much concerned with the problem presented by
traffic accidents. Under Governor Breathitt o
vigorous new program* has been established
through the framework of the Governor's Coordinating Committee for Traffic Safety. The committee was formed by the Governor last year.
The committee has developed the Kentucky
Action Program for Highway Safety. It was devised while working in close harmony with the
notional Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.
tertian aspects of the Governor's program for
traffic safety had aireody gotten underway prior
to the development of theAction Program. They
include:
1. He approved a state-Wide public stikication
program in traffic safety which was undertaken immediately by the Kentucky Department of Public Safety.
2. He revised Kentucky's Driver Point System
to help save lives on Kentucky highways.
3. He called a state-wide conference of
iudges, prosecutors, and police chiefs to
stress the need of •ffective enforcement
of traffic lows by courts and enforcement
officers.
4. A State ,Citizen's Safety Conference was
established to help bring the message of
traffic safety to as many Kentuckians as
possible.
There ore certain other phases of the Action
Program which do not require legislation and
many of these activities are already underway.
They include:
1. Development of a Court Reference manual
for use by traffic lodges. This will assie
in the administration of our courts and rn

A traffic safety program in Kentucky or any
other state will be effective only if public opinion
understands the problem and actively supports
the remedial measures. It is a question of educating the public; of constantly pushing the
program.
It is up to you to impress on your families, on
your neighbors, on your 'public officials, and on
your communities the need for strict enforcement:
I am convinced that the vast mat ority of, Kentuckians want traffic safety programs. They will
be receptive to your message because the overwhelming number of Kentuckians have o retpect
for low. They ore against the "fix" and the
"favor." They want equal treotment for everybody under the laws of our Commonwealth.
We have made one thing crystal clear from the
beginning of this campaign. Kentucky is not interested in piling up a long list of convictions
and suspensions. Our goal is to slow drivers
down and keep them alive. We won't consider the
program a real success until traffic slows down
to the point where few arrests have to be made.
in this safety campaign we hove made an
ironic discovery. The great mass of drivers won't
heed on appeal to slow down to save their own
lives or the lives of their families. But they will
slow down to save their licenses.
While it is obvious that we hove mode a good
start, let us bear in mind that it is only a start.
Much more remains to be done if th• number of
traffic fatalities is to be reduced.
Our safety people know the course that has to
be followed if the catastrophic loss of life on our
highways is to be curbed. But they can't do the
iob wrthout citizen support. It is up to you to
marshal that support and put it into life-saving
action.
This magazine supplement con be an education
and help to all of us. In it, we have outlined part
of our program, not in a sense of presenting a
partite° for curing our highway ills, but to inform
you about the problems and opportunities of highway safety, to invite your comments and sugges-tions. We want to profit from your knowledge and
experience. We wont you to profit from our work
and experience.
I am determined to face up to this problem and
work with the people of Kentuc.lry to solve it.
Let us hope that our work will generate sufficient wisdom and enthusiasm to make our highways a path to life and enioyment insteod of a
rood to death and tragedy.

Studying the Koniucky Action Piogtorn ion to rtghti Richard
0. Boonott, Inourono. Institute ter thmtivar saw,. Charles

Nark or
.1; mos. St,ii. &Aid y Co
-out tL,r. Erniorsool H.
Vadrotwick, Insurance Institute tot HlOwtsy
*rid
111•10110? GI•nr; Lnvern, Departmont
`,.b1 - Safely.
Serving on the Governor's Coordinating Committee for Traffic Safety are: Honorable Edward
T. Breathitt, Governor, Chairman; Glenn Lovern,
Commissioner of Public Safety, Vice Chairman;
Charles A. Jones, State Coordinator, Tom D.
Isaac, Assistant State Coordinator, Tom Garrett,
Senator, Paducah, Foster Pettit, Representotive,
Lexington, Paul Allen, Representative, Glasgow,
Jim Caldwell, Representative, Louisville; Howard
Hunt, Representative, Danville; Ray Corns,
Governor's Office, Mis,4 Cattle Lou Miller, Commissioner of Public Information, Dr. Russell E.
Teague, Commissioner of Health; Robert Matthews, Attorney General, Dr. Harry Sparks,
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Henry Word,
Commissioner of Highways; William Bivens, Commissioner of Insurance Ben Combs, Commissioner
of Motor Transportation; Judge John Palmore,
Court of Appeals, Colonel Jomes E. Bassett,
Director, Divition of State Police, Deportment of
Public 'Safety; Dwight Bray, Chief Highway
Engineer, William Galloway, Director, Divishon of
Traffic, Department of Highways, Louis Yandell,
Director, Pupil Transportation, Department of
Education,( nd Don Sullivan, Director, Division
of Driver Licensing, Department of Public Safety.
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ANSWERS TO
DRIVERS TEST
1.,a., At 30 miles per hour you travel more than
30 feet during the three fourths of a second
before you start to broke. It will take you
80 feet to come to a full stop. (b.) is incorrect because braking distance is a matter of
speed, not place. Better not depend on your
reflexes to be better than overage, if you
react unusually slowly to situations, give
yourself more braking distance,
2. (b.; is correct. If a car coming from a side
street has mode a full stop and has allowed
omple time to enter the through street, you
do not have any special right of way. (This
is not true of a car entering traffic from a
private drive.) Entering main-line traffic from
a side-street is often difficult and calls for
consideration from the through-street driver.
3. (b.) is the correct answer. You must bring
your car to a complete stop, no matter from
what direction you are coming. (This requirement does not apply if you are proceeding in the opposite direction on a multi-lane
roadway separated by a median.)
4. (c.) is Correct. If the speed limit is not posted
on on open highway, do not go faster than
60 MPH in the daytime, 50 MPH at night.
You can be held legally responsible for these
established speed limits, even though they
are not posted.
5. (o.) is correct (See story on financial responsibility, page 3).
6. All are correct, but (c.) is the exact answer.

Public Safety officials use the point system,
in which point values ore assigned to various
driving offenses, to determine who is a
highway hazard. (See story on the point
system, Page 4(. However, your license may
be suspended at the discretion of the Deportment if, at any time, evidence shows that
you are on unsafe and irresponsible driver.
7. (c.) is correct. If you are the stranded motorist, you should tie white handkerchiefs to the
left door handle on radio antenna and lift
the hood. Then writ for help. Expressways
are patrolled regul4 Never stand on the
ists.
rood to flag down `in
8. (a.) is correct. A ouble yrtilow line means
"no passing" in
tier direction. Yellow
lines are used where e
s view of approaching vehicles is bloclerul by hills or
curves.
9. (a.) is correct. If a car. is approoching you
from the opposite direction too rapidly for
you to exercise this precaution, you probably
should not have passed at the time you did.
Hazardous passing is second only to speeding as a cause of traffic accidents.
10. (b.) is correct. A flashing yellow light means
slow down and proceed with caution.

1. False - It is l ust as unlawful to drive at a
foster rate than weather, rood, and traffic
conditions safely permit as it is to exceed
the posted speed limit. Speed limit signs cannot be changed every time it snows.
2. True - Keep them on until one-half hour before sunrise and whenever weather conditions

It is possible, according to Lovern, that this
manual will be issued to individuals, upon re'

his personal and the University low libraries in
writing the book.
"We found that there was a definite need for a
clarification of the lows concerning traffic violations and the ensuing penalities in this state,"
said Professor Richardson.
"Whereas, in the past, the traffic court iudge
has had to rely on his personal experience in
rendering !whew:its, he will now be able to turn
to the manual for help," Richardson continued.
The manual deals with the violations most
occuring in traffic court. ,These include such
problems as drunken driving, reckless driving,
speeding, illegal parking, and the rights of the
I
parties in court. .t
The contents of the thonual are divided into
those sections with which a traffic, court l udo, is
involved daily. These include the right to trial.
by Ivry; court procedures; reqU'ired vehicle equipment; regulations; witn
, and due process of
low.

•

•

(fog, rain) lower visibility to the level of
twilight or down.
_
3. False - You would only be doubling the
chances for an accident by turning on your .
bright lights -- both of you would be driving
"blind." Instead, slow down and do not look
directly at the oncoming lights. After he has
passed, exercise extreme caution; your eyes
will need time to ad i ust from the glare.
4. False - Grip the steering wheel firmly and •
keep the car pointedestraight ahead until
speed is reduced and‘cir is under control.
Then brake lightly.
5. True - (Be sure you know the hand signals,
even if you hove signal lights -- they may
stop working right in the middle of a city.Y •
6. True - Exercise caution even where there is
a stop sign or light - someone else may -be
looking at the scenery instead of the signals.
7. False - Never bock into a main highway.
Stop, back into o driveway, and pull into the
main highway.
8. False- Even if you speed up, he will probably
t'ry to pass anyway. You won't care what he
thinks if you die in a crash caused by your
competitive spirit. Slow down when 'a car is
trying to pass you, and let him go on his
way.
9. False - They expire in the driver's birth
month every two years. If you renew your
license within six months after it expires;,.
you will not have to take the test - but ittku •
cannot drive during that time.
10. False - Never cross the median, it is unlawful and unsafe. Get off at the next exit. (See
story on expressway driving, page 6).

(

"The Department of Public Safety and the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety hope thatcourt officials here in Kentucky will wholly--back
our effort to promote better driving and reOr•
adequate court treatment of these problems,"
Lovern continued.
"As courts present uniform iusticeio drivers
and low enforcement officers, we oAticipote o
clecreas• in the number of traffic violations and
accidents in Kentucky. This should then lead to
o decrease in the number of traffic fatalities in
the State," said Commissioner Lovern.

quest, from the Deportment of Public Safety. Many
of the issues covered in the manual pertaic to
the rights of the violator in court Or requirements
which he must meet to be driving legally.
Set for completion in late September, Professor
Richardson finished the manual a month oheod
of schedule. The s378-page book is now in the
hands of a committee, composed of county and
city iudges and prosecutors from all over the
Commonwealth. It is their responsibility to check
the contents of the manual to determine its useful application to the courts.
After these legal authorities have checked, and
approved, the contents of the manual, it will be
sent to an advisory committee, composed of city,
county, and State officials, and appointed by the'
State. These men will write the preface to the
manual, urging its usage by traffic court t udges.
-The concept of a Uniform Traffic Court Manual
is relatively new an the United States," commentCommissioner Lovern,'"Perhaps four or five
other states hove compiled such on aid in an
attempt to obtain uniform iudgment in traffic
cases,
i nstonceT. manuals
nuols have.1proven valuable in each

New Uniform Traffic Court Manual
Aims At Uniformity In Case Treatment
A Uniform Traffic Court Manual, written by a
Kentucky Lawyer for use by police tudges,
county trial commissioners and county iudges
throughout the State, is scheduled for distribution
by the Department of Public Safety early in 1966.
The Store plans to introduce the manual during
a state-wide conference early next year. The
traffic court proirom drafted by the American Bar
Association will be featured at the conference,
according to Governor Edward T. Breathitt.
"The manual is an organized effort on the
port of State and national safety officials to get
uniformity in the treatment of traffic cases
throughout the Commonwealth," according to
Glenn Lovern, commissioner of the Kentucky
Deportment of Public Safety.
The Deportment of Public Safety is sponsoring
the manual, and the notional Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety is underwriting the cost, he
continued.
"The idea for the development of the Traffic
Court Manual came about as, a result of surveys,
conducted by the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety on Kentucky's occident cases ond the
records kept by the Department," Lovern said.
According to these surveys, many ',traffic court
judges WWII awarding substantially varying
iugm•nts involving identical offenses. Both law
enforcement officers ond drivers did not know
what to expect when they took a cos• into Court.
"Vie hope that the manual will provide the
precedents needed for equal and fair treatment
for traffic violators throughout the stot•."
Dr. J. R. Richardson, professor at the Uni•
verso), of Kentucky School of Low, Lexington,
prepared the manual. A former practicing attorney,
Richardson delved into case studies from troth
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In Driver's Paradise

Beware the Serpent

Hypnosis

•'N

Pen

Limited access on expressways means faster
travel, but it also means the motorist must begin
his l ournby before he actually sets out.
Missing on exit, running out of gas, or having
engine trouble on an expressway can cause the
driver to lose the time he meant to save. Follow-

Before You Go

the foot.
-Try to avoid sun glare. Prolonged exposure to
glare is a molor factor in eyestrain which in turn'
causes fatigue.
-Keep thinking of emergency situations. Concentrate on gouging a sole stopping distance ahead.
Search for an escape route to one side.

ways.
-At the first sign of blurred vision or heavy eyelids, stop at a rest area. You've lust been introduced to highway hypnotist.
-Change your speed level by five or ten miles
every 15 or 20 minutes. Keeping the same speed
dulls your reactions.
--Make a habit of looking near, for and to both
sides. Don't focus sharply on any obiect unless
'necessary. Move head and eyes constantly.
--Stop at least every two hours whether you feel
tired or not. Take time to refresh yourself by
getting out of the car.
--Instead of eating a big meal ust before or
during a lorrg trip, you tould stop frequently and
eat small amounts.
--Try not to drive long distances at night; the
monotony is even greater and the darkness sleepinducing. Also keep instrument panel lights low
to reduce hypnotic glare.
-Start a trip well-rested. Fatigue deteriorates
your entire driving ability. Do not use wake-up
medication of any kind.
--wear loose-fitting clothes and change your
body or seat position frequently.
-Keep- fresh air circulating in the car. In the
winter, open windows for a blast of cold air.
--Ploy the radio, but avoid slow dreamy music
and change stations frequently. Talk with passengers. If alone, whistle or sing (even bactiy).
r,-Don't follow the same car too long. If you find
yourself staring or if your eyes begin to glaze
pull off the pavement. Run the windshield wipers
a few minutes or walk around outside.
--If your right foot goes to sleep, stop off the
pavement and remove your shoe. Vibrcitions from
the gas pedal will hove a stimulating effect on

The expressway's greatest blessing is also
its greatest curse. Expressway travel is so swift,
comfortable and unhindered, it becomes monotonous and produces a false sense of security.
Its free-wheeling monotony can relax you too
much, lull you into inattention, drowsiness and a
state of dulled reflexes. This dangerous calm
called -highway hypnosis," can lure you into a
deadly smashup. Break the spell in the following

Highway

hold the wheel.
Not so. Expressways have reduced the number
of small-size accidents: crumpled fenaers and
everyone shaken up o bit. But when an accident
comes, it's likely to be a big one: three or more
cars telescoped in a rear-end collision; drivers
and riders iniurecl or killed in a head-on smashup.
New highways coil for new driving techniques
which take advantage of their swiftness and
guard against their dangers. Following are some
tips for the expressway driver.

No traffic lights, easy curves and grades, no
cross traffic, higher speed limits, wide lanes,
no U-turns, center dividing strip -- a driver's
paradise?
So modern expressways would seem to the
driver of 20 years ago. There is no doubt about
it: expressway driving is faster, more economical,
more comfortable -- and it should be safer.
But.in this Garden of Eden there is a serpent.
That straight ribbon of concrete snaking across
the .country-side tempts the driver to speed,
hypnotizes him into thinking all he need do ,s

.
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Entering

Expressways

rriynlobout cars coming in
as
You don't have toPill
the opposite direction When passing on a freeway,
but you are still moOng in two lanes of traffic.

Remember that yours is not the only car on the
highway; be predictable yourself but don't depend
on the other drivers to be the same way. Use the
following guidelines:
--Pick your lane - and stay with it. Weaving and
lane wandering are •Specially dangerous on a
high-speed expresswity.1 In general, keep to right.
However, if you see ir car in the acceleration
lane, move over to the next lane to let him enter
the stream of traffic.
--Leave plenty of room between you and the car
ahead. Not only does following at a close distance reduce visibility, but it can also result in
a fatal occident. FollOw no closer than one car
length for every 10 miles of speed. At 60 miles
on hour, you need half o city block to stop.
--Drive smoothly at o steady speed. Give the man
behind a chance to fellow or pass you safely.
You're a highway hazard if you indulge in spurts
of speeding and dawdling.
--Drive within a 25 per cent range of the speed
of traffic. If most cars are doing 60, you should
not drop below 45. II traffic is moving at 40,
maintain a minimum of 30 MPH. Keep right when
you want to go slower than average.
--Watch for signs noting changes in speed limits.
A 40-mile zone on a 60-mile highway signals a
danger area. Drop your speed promptly and stey
alert for the upcomsrig hazard.

Driving on an Expressway

15 MPH.
--Remember that expressway drivers ore traveling
a lot faster than you will be at first. A car going
sixty can run you down. Keep in the acceleration
lane while you are getting up to the average
speed of traffic.

proper approach.
Never attempt to cross the center median. It'
illegal -- and suicidal. Never use a maintenance
cross-over, you will be entering a fast lane at

precautions.
--Slow down and observe the guide signs before
turning into on expressway approach. Whon you
enter from the -southbeund" approach you can't
go north. If you make a mistake you must proceed
with traffic until the next interchange. Only then
can you leave the expressway and re-enter by the

Acceleration lanes (usually on additional lone
curving in from th• entry road and running along
the right edge of the expressway lanes) mike
entering expressway traffic smoother and faster.
To make it safe as well, observe the following

driver.

highway.
--Know your route fp the freeway, the interchange
where you leave, and the route from that interchange to your destination.
-Make sure your brakes, exhaust system, windshield wipers and lights are operating properly
and that your tires are -properly inflated for continuous high speed travel, (more expressway accidents result from tire failure than any other
one factor). Have water, fan belt, oil and battery
checked. (And after you are on the road, stop
every two hours to have fuel, water, oil and fire
condition checked.)
--If some of your passengers will be children,
keep from having your trip punctuated by cries
hungryt" by taking a ug of
of "I'm thirsty -cold beverage and non-gooey snack items. Also
take along "surprise books, games, toys to hand
but avoid cap pistols and
out as you travel
blowguns, which often have a bad effect on the

ing are some "ounces of prevention" which will
save you a pound of core and needlessly lost
time.
--Study highway maps and decide which entrance
Ond exits you will use -- then watch for them.
--Know your gas mileage and where you will stop
for food and fuel. Service stations, restaurants
and motels will be available only by leaving the

Vik

--Look for advance signs for your proper turn-off
Move to the correct turn-off lane.
--Decrease your speed. Begin signaling your intention of turning off the expresswey as soon as
you slow down.
--Rood the interchange signs carefully to choose
the proper turn-off lone.
--Drive slowly, or stop if necessary, before you
enter traffic on the cross highway. And rememberyoq're back in slow.driving territory, with sides/sets, traffic lights and pedestrians.

Leaving the Expressway

--On ice or packed snow, get the feel" of the
rood. Turn steering wheel carefully Pump your
brakes; don't slam them.
--If you skid, turn in direction of the skid and
keep car in gear or in drive" position.
-Watch for ice patches on bridges, overpasses,
underpasses, elevated roadways, shaded areas,
curves. Drive over them in o straight line without braking or accelerating.

Driving in Bad Weather

The traffic streams may be widely separated.
Instead, utilize the rood-side reflectors Silver
or white reflectors mark the main line, while
amber markers delineate the exit romps. .
--Dim your lights for on-coming cars.
--Keep windshield, headlights and tail-lights
clean, and in working order A dirty windshield
can cut your vision by 30 per cent).
--Turn headlights on one half hour after sunset.

--Don't trust on -corning headlights as rood-guides.

Driving at Night

exactly as possible'.

at high speed.
--If your right wheels go off the pavement, do not
brake. Stay in gear as you reduce speed to about
10 miles on hour. Look behind for o clear field.
Turn left sharply and you're bock on the rood
again.
you have a blowout, keep control of yourself. Grip steering wheel and try to keep your
car in a straight direction. When car is under
control, then broke smoothly.
--When o car is coming at you in the wrong lane,
honk and blink your lights.
--If you must stop for on emergency, signal for a
right-hand turn as you decelerate. Drive completely off the right side of the road -- all four wheels
and fenders. If you need assistance, tie handkerchiefs 'on the radio aerial and left door handle
and raise the hood. At night use flares or reflector, or leave car lights on.
Do not hitchhike; stay with your car until help
arrives. Freeways are patrolled regularly. Don't
stand close to the roadway, and never stand on
the roadway to flog down another vehicle. (Don't
stop if you observe a disabled auto on the freeway. Instead, report it to the authorities at your
first opportunity, pinpointing the location as

unforeseen diffiProtect yourself against
culties" by seeing them in tpme and behoving
sensibly when they occur.
--Look ahead for signs of trouble. A knot of cars
in the distance means reduce your speed now.
Prepare for slow moving traffic or a complete stop.
-Look behind for signs of trouble. Your rear view
mirror will forewarn you of a spitede;, a passer,
o car out of control,
--Watch the pavement for signs of trouble. A
rough patch that would cause mild bumping at
moderate speed con 'throw your car off the road

Meeting a Crisis

Take the following precautions before passing.
-Stay in righshand lane (unless otherwise marked)
unk ready to pass.
't pass cars going over speed limit or trying
-to prevent you from passing.
"'Check in side and rear view mirrors to see if
drivers ahead or behind ore going•ro poss.
--Signal well in advance. Make sure no one is in.
your blind spot (that area behind left rear fender).
--Stay in passing lane until you see the car you've
passed in your realview mirror, or you may take
his left7front fender with you.

•

•
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EXPRESSWAY DRIVING IS DIFFERENT
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ch"e.
Since the progrom was initiated in June, 1964,
the Department of Public Safety has suspended
the licenses of 108 drivers under its provisions.
The Department has notified 771 drivers to report
to a physician for examination.
Of the 771 drivers whose physical or mental
capability has been questioned, 85-90 per cent

It is designed, not to removethe driver, but to
improve him -- by making him aware of his problems and by helping him to alleviate them.
Only if his physical or mental disabilities cannot be compensated for through special driving
techniques or car accessories is he barred from
the highways. Even then, he may re-apply for a
license if the disability is corrected at o later

Improve, Not Remove

licensing program.
The Driver Limitation Program was established, not to penalize handicapped drivers, but to
and those of others.
save their lives

ate a motor vehicle.
Realizing that the person with on unstable
mind or undependable body is lust as dangerous
on the highways as the drunken driver, KeAtucky's
Department of Public Safety set up a program in
1964 to strengthen this weak spot in the driver

!fit

If you were not insured at the time of the accident, you may procure and moil to the Deportment
of Public Safety notarized releases from the
owners of the property damaged in the accident
and all persons inured. (Releases signed by
insurannce companies are not acceptable.)

Uninsured Driver

The Interviewer discusses with the driver ways
he can compensate for his disability. For exam-

How to Adjust

ty or his representative.
If the Board believes that the driver's deficiency does not merit the loss of his license,
he is•advised to report for on interview with a
trained representative of the Department of
Public Safety.

The exominer then presents his findings to a
Medical Review Board, composed of three physicians, the Commissioner of Heofth or his representative, and the Commissioner of Public Safe-

The Department may also require o medical
examination when a driver indicates he "blacked
out" prior to a collision; if at least two other
citizens swear to an affidavit that he has a deficiency that would make him a potentially
dangerous driver; if he hod on obvious defect
when he applied for his license, or if his 'driving
behavior or record indicates that he is physicially
or mentally impaired.
If a driver does not submit to an examination
by o physician of his choice or by the County
Health Officer within 45 days after he is notified
to do so, his license. is immediately suspended.
(Seventy-four of .the 108 drivers who have lost
their licenses since the pzogram began forfeited
;in recognizing their
sk%
1st
right
de
ow irrgh
then

Unconscious Driver

came to the attention of the Deportment through
their involvement in three traffic accidents within o two-year period.

, DISABLED DRIVER IS DANGEROUS
It takes more than knowledge of the rules of
the rood to drive a car. It takes a sound mind in
a sound body.
1961, Penni'ylvania's Commissioner of
In
Traffic Safety, 0. D. Shipley, astimated that 1.6
per cent of the nation's licensed drivers were
not competent -- physically or mentally - to oper-

S.
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The rest (93) lost their privilege to drive because they foiled the driver's exam (7) or because
they did not report for examinations, interviews
or hearings. Twenty-nine of the latter reported
later and had their licenses reinstated.
Three hundred fifty-five of the 771 cases are
now before the Review Board pending further examination for eye, orthopedic, neurological,
and cardiovascular debe
ce s., diabetic,
iaitric
fI
psychiatric,
en
The number will grow, not because the number
of physically or mentally impaired drivers Its increasing, but because more are being detected.
They must be detected -- not in order that the
Deportment of Public Safety can take away as
many licenses as possible, but that every driver
may know his limitations and not go beyond them.

Failure to Report

Of the 108 drivers whos; licenses have -beei.
suspended since the program 'began, only nine
suspensions have been for physical incompetence
and one for mental incompetence. Five drivers
voluntarily surrendered their licenses.

pie, a driver with faulty depth perception learns
how to measure distances with his mind, instead
of his eyes. He discovers that he can guage the
distance between his car and the car in front of
him by observing telephone poles /the highway
reflective markers set 400 feet apa
Often a driver may not even be
are that he
has o handicap. Once he knows his weak spot
ond how to compensote for it, .he can become as
safe a driver as the next man -- perhaps safer,
because he is aware that o lapse in attention may
mean the loss of his license -- or death.
However, seven of the .108 drivers lost their
licenses because they foillrl to report for inter1
views.

If you fail to comply with the low in any One of
the three ways within 60 days frol--the date of the
occident, you can lose your operator's license
and the plates and certificates of al: vehicles
registered in the owner's name.
In some instances, the driver of the car involved is not its owner. Since driver and owner
are held co-responsible, if neither one complies
with the law, both will be penalized. The driver
will lose his license, and the owner his plates
and certificates.
In July, 1965, 494 Kentucky motorists lost
their licerkes for failure to comply with the law.
The driver or owner may re-apply for his license, plates and certificates at the end of one
year after his suspension, if no suit has been
filed against him.
He may also be reinstated by complying with
the low at any time within that year.
"We're not trying to take away licenses. We're
simply trying to protect the people and property
involved in accidents," says Don C. Sullivan,
director of the driver licensing division.
The best way to avoid complying with the
Financial Responsibility Law is to avoid accidents.

Failure to Comply

Or you may wait for a letter from the Department notifying you of the amount of damage to
persons or property which was incurred in the
accident.
You will receive such o letter only if you have
not shown proof of responsibility in either of the
ways mentioned.
You will have 15 days after the letter is sent either to comply with the law in one of the above
ways, or to post a cash or corporate surety bond
with the Department of Public Safety, Division'
of Driver Licensing, Frankfort.
The bond must be in the amount designated by
the Department, for one year from the date of the
occident.
An average of $20,000 in bonds is posted each
month with the DepartmentikThe amount of each
bond varies with the accident.
Each fatality automatically calls for $10,000
from each person involved. However, no one
driver may be required to post more thon $25,000
for an occident.

tit
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But sometimes the drivers involved disagree
over the cause of the occident, and you may lose
the argument. To make certain that you meet
your obligations if you should be ludged responsible for the occident, the Financial Responsibility Law requires you to do one of three things.
If you, as a driver or car-owner, were covered
by property damage and public liability insurance
at the time of the occident, complete the SR-21
(insurance information) form attached to the report form (SP-74). Send this form to the Deportment of Public Safety, Frankfort. Do not depend
on someone else to do it for your
If you complete this requirement, no further
action will be taken by the Department-unless
at a later date the courts require you to pay damages greater than you were insured for, and you
do not meet that obligation.

Drivers May Disagree

•
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FACE YOUR LIMITATIONS

These immfdiote steps should be token if you
are involved in an occident in which someone
dies or is inured, or in which the apparent damage is $100 or mor'e
--if anyone is in i ured, call o„doctor or ombulonce,
--call a law enforcement officer to the scene of
the accident,
-.procure the full names and addresses of all persons involved,
-obtain from any State Police Office, State
Trooper, or Sheriff on occident report form
(SP-74), which must be completed and moiled
within 10 days to the Deportment of Public Safety, Division of Driver Licensing, Fronkfort.
Next, yos, must show proof that you ore able to
pay for all the damages and iniuries incurred in
the accident.
You ore in no way obligating yourself to pay
for the domoges. The parties concerned, their insurance companies, or the courts will decide
who was negligent.

After the Accident

In spite of continuing efforts in the field of
highway safety, acciclents will and do happen.
When they do, and when the apparent damage is
$100 or more, or when personal in i uries or, death
driver involved must comply with the
result,Kentuckey
Financial Responsibility Law.
Regardless of who is at fault, each driver must
complete on accident report form within 10 days
and show proof that he is able to pay for all the
damages or iniuries within 60 days of the date of
the accident.
Failure to comply with either of these requirements can result in the suspension of the operator's license and the plates and certificates of
all vehicles registered in the owner's name.

Each nriver
Is Responsible

ACCIDENTS
COST MONEY

SIP
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WHO MUST PAY...
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successfully completed the elinic course. Three
points are deducted from his driving record.
Clinic Earns Approval
One recent clinic graduate wrote Commissioner
Glen Lover, "I feel much, much good would come
from having more clinics all over the state at
more frequent times and rather than be 'voluntary'
be 'mandatory' for all drivers."
"I would like nothing better," says Sullivan.
However, he points out that there has been no
expansion of personnel and funds since the program began in April.
"Three of us con do l ust so much -- it's up to
the Legislature to provide additional funds," he
says.
Violations Equal Points

QUICK WAYS
TO LOSE YOUR
LICENSE

(For any violation for which the suspension of
the driving privilege is less than six months for
the first offense, the second conviction for a
a suspension period of
similar offense results
not less than one year.)

of chance, moves are made on the bosis of post
experience.
If past accidents at this spot wer• cous•d by
drivers who failed to stop at the "Stop" sign,
officers will be looking for drivers who foil to
stop at the Stop sign •- not speeders.
Of course, if the officer sees someone cheating on the speed limit, he can call his bluff.
The motorist may feel he is getting a dirty
deal -- after all, the police officer can see all
the cords. He knows where he will be and when,
and what moves to expect.
But the driver holds the winning cards. If he
obeys the rl.s, he cannot lose. If he gets caught
may be saved from making a fatal
cheating,
lost.
move - h

Sullivan reminds Kentucky drivers that out-ofstate convictions are cifinsidered for point value
and suspensions.
He also points out that o driver's point record
is based on 'reports of traffic convictions, for•
feifure of boil, or payment of fines, with or without COurt oppisaranc•s.
"Some drivers dismiss the maxim 'Drive safely,
the life you save may be your own'", continued
Sullivan. "They depend on the quirks of fate to
see them through.
"Therefore, the Department of Public Safety
offers them this maxim with a Surer reward for
careless driving - 'Drive safely, the license you
save may be your own.'"

A driver will los• his license immediately for
periods ranging from six months for the first offense to an indefinitiveteriod for three or more
convictions, for the following reasons:
--driving under the influeride of alcohol or narcotics;
--manslaughter or reckless homicide;
--periury or false affidavit to the Deportment of
Public Safety;
--felony involving use of o motor vehicle,
--reckless driving -- 3 convictions within 12
months;
--leaving scene of an accident - failure to stop
and render aid;
--driving while privilege is suspended or. revoked,
--operating a motor vehicle without an doerotor's
license.

of "bad luck". :The State Police simply do not
have time to ploy with every motorist who comes
along, so they look for eager players at the places
and times where they ar• most likely to appear.
The places ore the scenes of past' accidents;
the times are the hours in which these accidents
occurred.
The State Police- keep maps dotted with colored pins, on• for every accident, If, over a period
of months, pins begin to cluster in one location,
that spot becomes a prime police target.
If most of the accidents occurred from 4 to 6
pm., police officers will be at the spot at 4 p.m.
looking for,playful motorists.
Not l ust any driver will rec•iv• a "winning"
ticket. Since Selective Enforcement is not a game

Meanwhile, KOttucky drivers are busy accumulating points in the following ways
--speeding, under 16 MPH over speed limit--3
points; 16-25 MPH over speed limit-6 points;
26 MPH or more over speed limit-90 days suspension;
--commission of a moving hazardous violation
which involves an accident-6 points;
•-combination of any two or more moving hazardous vicri-'ions in any one continuous occurrence6 points;
--passing stopped school bus loading or unloading children-5 points;
--passing in oriso designated as "no passing"
zone--5 .points;
--reckless driving--4 points;
--driving on wrong side of roodway--4 points,
.too closely for traffic conditions-4 paints;
--failure to yield right of way to emergency
vehicle--4 points;
--running stop sign or electric signal-3 points;
--speeding too fast for road conditions but under
the posted speed limit-3 points;
-411 other moving hazardous violotions-3 points.
A driver may have his license suspended immediately for the following reasons:
--racing, first offense -- 90 days suspension,

second offense -- 1 year suspension, third or
more offenses -- 3 year suspension.
--operating a motor 'vehicle in violation of restri,
lions imposed by the Department -- 90 days
suspension.
--attempting to •Isicie peace officer to prevent the
officer from moking on arr;st for a moving hazardous violation -- 90 days suspension,
•
--speeding 26 MPH or more Over the speed
-- 90 days suspension.

KENTUCKY POINTS--- The Way to Safer Driving
When a public- safety official hands you your
new license and says, "Now you are free to
drive," he has chosen his words well.
A driver's license does not really give you
license to drive -- it gives you freedom to drive.
License is abused or unlimited liberty; freedom
is responsible liberty -- liberty within the law.
Just as a burglar who takes the liberty of
breaking into someone's home ho; that liberty
taken away from him, the driver who misuses his
freedom to drive can have that freedom removed.
The Kentucky Point System is the Department
of Public Safety's way of deterlhining who is not
using his freedom to drive responsibly.
Under this system, the Department keeps a
record of each driver's traffic violations ond
accidents, as they are reported to the Deportment
by the Courts.
Kentucky Point System
Various`- point values ore assigned to different
types of traffic offenses, and when a driver
amasses as many as 7-11 points, he is placed on
"probation."
When a driver accumulates 12 points within o
three year period, dating fro4.1 his latest conviction, his license is immediately suspended for
six months.
However, since the Point System is aimed at
rehabilitation, not punishment, the Deportment
offers to the driver on probatian the opportunity
to improve his driving ability4,before he reaches
the 12-point level.
The probated driver is irscited to discuss his
driving problems with a Puglic Safety represent- ative, who helps him determine if he --should
participate in the Deportment's Driver Improvement Clinic.
Driver Improvement Clinic
The purpose of the clinic,nwhich is conducted
in Frankfort and Louisvil*(by members of the
Division of Driver Licensirig, is the some as that
of the point' system, "driver improvement, not
driver removement," according to Division Director Don C. Sullivan.
"We want every qualified driver to r tam n his
driving privilege. We offer tlis clinic as a helping hand to any driver with a problem in driving
a motor vehicle safely," Sullivan says-,
Combining lectures ond films, Sullivan, Roger
L. Wilhoite, Chief Hearing Officer, and Sim F.
McCarty, Chief of Records and Issuance, Cover
the main areas of safe driving in four night
sessions.
Wilhoite lectures on the traffic problem, good
and bad driving attitudes, causes of traffic accidents, oleic& and mental factors in driving,
and the errof driving.
McCarty discusses the qualifications for an
operator's license, driving records, and moral
responsibility in driving.
Sullivan presents the financial responsibility
low, court procedures, and freeway driving.
The driver who .maintains on 80 per cent average on weekly tests and passes the final exam,notion receives . a cord testifying that he ffas

"FOOL THE COP"
- A Game of Chance?
This Is No Game
Probably every driver, at one time or another,
ploys the game of "fool the cop." Exceed the
speed limit, wattn for potrol cars in your rear
view mirror, and keep on eye out for side roods,
popular hang-outs for sneaky patrolmen.
- What most drivers don't realize is that polic•
they know that
officers are not playing games
Solec,tive Enforcement is a life-and-death matter.
Enforcement officers do not pull traffic tickets
Out of a hat, receiving o citation it not a matt•r

Alleale".40101#0.--

DRIVERS TEST
G000- 19 AVERAGE- 17 to 19
FAIR- 16te 17 POOR- 15 or below
The first ten questions ore multiple choice.
Choose the best answer. The second ten questions
ore true and false,
1. How much braking distance should you leave
between your car and the car in front of you?
(o.) at least one car length for every 10 miles
per hour of speed, (b.) two feet in the city,
1C feet on on expressway, (c.) depends on
the individual driver's reflexes.
2. If you are driving down a through street and
o cot from a side street pulls out in front of
you after he has mad* a full stop, you should
(a.) keep going -- if you collide, he will hove
to pay; (b.) slow down and let him go across
or enter traffic, (c.) blow your horn and
swerve to miss him if he keeps coming.'
3. When a school or church bus is stopped on a
two-lane highway to load or unload passengers, you should la.) drive cautiously by the
bus of you are approaching it from the opposite direction, (b.) stop and do not attempt
to pass until the bus has been put into motion; (c.) drive past the bus at a slow speed,
watching for its pedestrians and on-coming
Cars.

Robert B. Vfolsh

k

The outhor, now in his 13th year as director of
public relations for one of the nation's largest
wspoperman. He ho;
motor Carriers, is a former
iy.
covered many stories in Ke

4. If you are driving Ova residential district
where no speed limit is posted, you should
go no faster than (a.) 45 MPH; (b.) 25 MPH;

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

resulting in iniury or
nPflo.cident
ro35 ohi
A .t)
(cf
c
death or apparent property damage of $100
or more, who must file an occident report?
(a.) each driver; (b.) police officer; (c.) one
of the drivers.
Under the Kentucky Point System, you will
hove your license suspended when (a.) you
reach the point where public safety officials
feel you are o highway hazard; (b.) a police
officer points out to you that,,,you can no
longer drive on the highways; (c.) you accumulate 12 points within a three year period.
When you see a stranded motorist on an expressway, you should (o.) stop and see if you
con help, (b.) drive on by..if he wants help
he will flog you down; (c.) stop at the next
rest stop or gas station and call the State
Police or a mechanic.
A yellow line on your side of the white center line means (a.) do not pass; (b.) pass
with caution, (c.) poss.
After passing, you shoulpnot return to the
right lone until (a.) you Can see in your rear
view mirror the left headlight of the Car you
passed; (b.) you see a :oar coming toward you
in the opposite direction; (c.) you think it is
safe.

In his earlier years he was also a professional
driver and still holds a commercial license. He ,
is probably the only public relations mon in the
trucking industry checked out as a qualified
3river.

•'Maxe sure your car is in proper mechanicai
condition. Check your tires, brok•s, or whatever
could become faulty on your car."
"Make on allowance for the car with the outof-state license. The driver might be unforn,lior
with the route and make on unexpected stop or
turn."
"Don't be a lane straddler."
The trucking industry long has sponsored
safety programs to improve the safety records of
its drivers. And with results. Look at the record.
Trucks represent about 17 per cent of the registered vehicles in the country, yet less than 11
re centf the vehicles involved in accidents
are trucks.
But this is only part of the story. Studies show
that truck drivers have been blameless in 80 per
cent ofthe accidents in which they were in.
vol
Today more than 5,000 of the notion's truck
drivers have gone to truck drivers school. Perhaps the best known of these institutions is the
North Carolina State College Truck Driver School.
After he is hired, he is put through extensive
classroom ,ind over-the-read training in safety
laws, driving prof lc ien4y, courtesy, vehicle
mointenonc• and -emergency procedures. Trucking
companies employ profesf,ionally trained safety
supervisors responsible fol such safety programs.
The American Truckieg Associations, the
national trade organization representing the
trucking industry, sponsors a National Truck
Roodeo each year to promote greater highway
safety. Drivers who win in state roadisos compete for the notional honors. This year 26 states
will send their top driver's to the annual event.
At the Rood**, they pilot- their vehicles through
obstacles which the Oven*, motorist would find
difficult to duplicate in a 'compact car.
The entire safety progitorn of the industry is
based on the premise thatithere is no such thing
as on accident. Truck chokers keep this in mind.
And the overage motorist 'should also.
As pointed out, the planned approach to safety
has produced rersults. Truk occident rotes have
declined -- whit rates or other highad
steily
way users have inCrealled.i

True or False

10. A flashing red light at on intersection means
(a.) slow down and proceed with caution;
(b.) come to a stop and proceed with caution
when safe to do so, (c.1 ItOp until the lights
turn green.

1. You cannot be arrested for speeding if you
are not exceeding the posted speed limit T:F
2. Turn on your lights one-half hour after sunset. T-F
3. If you ore meeting a driver who foils to dim
his headlights at night, you shissaid put your
"lights on "bright" to remind him of his error.
T.F
Al. If you have a blow-out, apply your brakes as
quickly as possible. T-F
5. Signal at least a half-block before you planto turn. T-F
6. At an intersection not marked with a light or
stop sign, look to each side and proceed
with caution. T-F
7. If you desire to turn around on a main highway, slow down, pull into a driveway, and
back into the main highway. T-F
8. When a car is trying to pass you, speed up so
he won't think you're o dawdler, T-F

9. All operator's licenses expire July 31. T-F
10. If you miss your exit off on expressway,
cross the median on the next maintenance
cross-way and go bock to the exit. T-F

Long active in numerous safety organizations,
he has written several articles on highway safety.
The accompanying story was written exclusively
for Kentucky's traffic safety supplement.

9. Never debate right-of-way. Give itl
10. Never drink before, or while driving.
11. Don't fight sleep. If you feel drowsy, get
off the rood and take a-short rest.
12. Most importont of all, be courteous and
give other drivers the breaks that you wish they'd
give you.
These rules are, for the most part, applicable
to the driver of o car. But while tips help, no set
of rules will guarantee your safe driving. There's
on old cliche the pros follow, and it's one that
every driver con adopt - it is, "Safety is no
occident." Keep it in IAA nee time you climb
behind the wheel.

Cars.

1. Check your brakes, lights, tires and other
equipment, before you star* and periodically
during each trip.
2. Leave all your personal problems at the
curb when you start to drive ... it requires your
undivided, full-time attention.
3. Drive "defensively." Be ready to reduce
speed or stop the instant you see a potential
danger ... it may become o real danger. In short,
drive so that your vehicle is under complete control at all times.
4. Observe all traffic lows ... don't speed,
cross center lines, or pass on hills or curves.
Poss only when there is a clear, safe distance
ahead. ,Signol for stops or turns.
5. Observe lows of common sense. Adopt
your driving to weather and traffic conditions.
Regardless of the posted speed limit, reduce your
speed when traffic is heavy or there is ice or
snow on the road.
6. Don't tailgate. Maintain sufficient distance
between your vehicle and the one ahead to allow faster vehicles to pass and occupy the space.
7. Make every proper effort to permit foster
traffic to pass on long grades, by keeping to the
right ... permit delayed traffic to pass you after
you reach the top of any long grade.
8. Watch out for children or pedestrians ...
not only at intersections but from behind parked

driver:

1
The following safe driving rules, followed by
professional drivers, are appropriate for any

DRIVE THE WAY THE PRO'S DO DEFENSIVELY
By
Robert B. Walsh
Director of Public Relations
Roadway Express, Inc.
Today's professional driver - the truck driver is fast becoming the model of the motorist. More
and more passenger car drivers are attempting to
emulate the pro in the big rig.
Unfortunately, not enough motorists are following in the tire tracks of the professional
driver as the otion's toll of highway deaths
spirals each vier.
Long cost as a "heavy" in movies and some
TV scripts, the truch driver was pictured as a
barrel-chested tough. cookie with o three-day
growth of chin whiskers, clothed in o sweatstained leather locket.
Today that picture is a completely false image
mony of whom Ore
of the professional driver
college educated. Witht:componitts furnishing uniforms, the commercial driver of today is often
more presentable than many tourists.
Probably typical of today's professional driver
is Russell A. Beaulieu, of Fall River, Moss. He
lust a
has driven more than a million miles little over 10 years - without on accident. This
is equivalent to 100 years of safe driving by-the
average motoriet.
• Because of this impressive safety record, and
-because he rescued a school teacher from on
auto after it plunged into a mill pond, Beaulieu
sr:as named the Notional Driver of the Yew by the
American Trucking Associations. This is the
highest honor a driver con receive and one of its
rewards is usually a visit with the President of
the United States.
When asked by on interviewer On a network
red.° show in New York if he had any advice on
driving for motorists, the modest Beaulieu admitted three was no prescribed formula for accident•fre• diving. He did offer these "ground
rules" for 411 drivers,
"Get plenty of rest before getting behind the
wheel. Pull over to the side of the road if you
feel sleepy and rest until you become alert
ogoin."
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In Our 88th Year

"Citizen Kane" To
Be Shown At AAUW
Film Meet Tuesday

klemfd

The movie "Citizen Kane" will i
sh - wn Tueiday. October 19, at
30 p.m. tn :he Iiittle Chapel of ,
Murr: y State College.
The second program in this year's
A.AtTW Film Sertes, the film stirs'
Orson Well.s. Joseph Cctten, Agnes ,
Moorehead and Everett Sloan
A Loaned number of season tickIts are still available for the retn a ming seven programs cf the '
sidles, which will includs a Charlies Chaplin com ely program and
`T.ie Red Balloon"
Mrs.
, Tickets will be sold Tuesday,
Eistober 19 from nine a.in to three M
p.m in the Student Union Building Ind at the door for one hour
presetting the movie. Reservations
fur tick:,:s may; be made by calling
Mrs. Helen Roulaton, 762-4485 or

2.
.

a

States of nonenees for member- si.gn as many petitions as they
ship on ASC community commit- wish.
tees goon will be established a:. the
Additional nominations may be
ASOS County Office The present made by the incumbent ASC comASC Committee is making a spec- munity and county committees
Arkansas won over the Univers.ty
ial effort to encourage the greatest
"We want the best men available
We
24
to
71
of Texas Saturday
pcesible partieipation of eligible vo- to sprye on eine ANC committees."
Ryan
Nat
tincture
just
could
ters in the- election Any local re- Chairman Hall declared, -because
Hughes. who is a graduate of
sident who is eligible to take Part the committee system is the backthe
of
front
in
sitnng
Arkansas,
in an, ASCS farm program may bone of farm programs — those
TV wearing hts red Razorback tie,
vote and may hold offIce as a dealing with conservation of soil
team
horns
old
pulling for the
committeeman regardless of race, and water, as well as the price
Madge% Wrest Ride
-color, creed, or national origin.
support activities for various comOr better still maybe he saw the
011ie C Hall, Chairman.' Cnllo- modities In the last few years. the
any County Agricultural Stabili- farmer-elected committee system—
game in person Bernard Haney
presented Nat with the red Razorsation and Conservation Commit- unique in the history of agriculback tie when he vas here last
tee, said today that farmers who ture — has he,- n studied intensive(Continued On Page Sho
• ek
are eligible to vote in the com--mittee elections also have the right
Ineidentally we think we saw Berto rittrunat r as candidates for corn753-2773
nard in the stands. Anyway there
matee membership any farmer who
•
•Ctaldren under high school ate
glasses.
rim
horn
was a fellow with
is eligible and willing to serve. Such
ire admitted free, and student tickpetitions, each one nominating one
ets at reduced rates are also availDid you hear about the fellow who
farmer and alined by six or more
able All tickets may be used for
Mrs Marjorie Shroat Male. Asyelone
and
sock
hal on one red
sevsral admissions to one program sistant Cashier. Bank of Murray. elanble voters, may be filed at the
low sock Said he had another pun'
or for a single admission to the will attend the 43rd annual con- County Office any time before No,
blx
rage
itontinsed On
vember 1. 1906 Eligible voters may
complete series.
vention of the National Association
in Tulsa.
Photo by Al-nn
of Bank-Women Inc
Okla October 17-21
More than 500 women hank ofCharles "Chuck" &MOIL% demonstrates how it should be done Miring the halftime at
The funeral for Gene Oathey,
ficers, representing all 50 states,
the Murray State-UTMB football game Sat urday night -Mr. Drums", who has played
one of Murray's most popular
are expected to attend the five-day
with Henry Mancini, Glenn Miller, and Les Brown, was the soloist With the Murray
young business men. was held Sunconclave at Tulsa's Mayo Hotel.
Dr Josiah Darnall, professor of
State Band in the Benny Goodman-Gene K rupa jazz classic "Sing, Sing, Sing" Sirnons
day at the First. Baptist Church
GRAFENWOHR. GER MANY Theme of the convention is "An
Mrs Luther Dunn was listed as
music education at Murray State
the
filled
stadium
from
reception
received an enthusiastic
Dr H C Chiles, Rev Hoyt
Army Sergeant First Adventure in &icemen] Banking.- satisfactory by officials at the with
AHTNC ,
College will be the guest speaker
Owen and Rev John Redden ofWilton H lackson. 34. whose and the program will stress new Murray-Calloway County Hospital
at earn pin tonight at a program
ficiating
rnsther Mrs Or L Jackson lives and prontabl- ways to market bank this morning She was in lured in
at Paducah Junior College
Cathey. 33. died Friday at seven
. services Mrs Evelyn L. Worley, an automobile accident on Poplar
The Murray professor who is preat 506 N Second St. Murray, Ky,
Murray-Calloway
t he
at
pm
Is partacipating in a four-week field NABW president arid vine presi- Steent on Saturday
sently involved with instructiona1
untimely
His
Omni" klogittal
,Irs Dunn driving • 196'7 Buick
trainee exercise at Grafenwohr. dent, Citizens and Southern Natniethod.s and materials relating dudue to pneun...inia and
Thomas P Hughes of 564 North
ional Sant. Atlanta. Oa . will pre- 2-door hardtop was going east on death was
Miss Deanna Story daughter of
Germany. ending October 28
eetiy to music of public school syscomplications.
Fifth Street passed away Sunday
Poplar Street and hit the 1960
tems will speak on -1.4uisic Is For Mr and Mrs lilitohell Morn Lynn
Janson is undergoing extensive side
Stanivors include his wife. Mrs.
al 11.:50 am at his home He was
Among the featured speakers will Ford 2-door wagon. owned by AlEveryone" in the lecture hall of Grove Road la enrolled In Louis•
training in all types of tactical
Marilyn Walker Oathey: mother.
7'7 years of age Death was sudden
iana State University Baton Rouge,
the Arts Building of the college
flange firing during .he day and be The Honorable Walter H Judd, bert L Watson. 211 South 15th
Mrs Berta Cann': daughter, Mateven though he had been in poor
(Cientinaiod on Page In
working toward • Master of
Street in the rear end as it was
A Packicah native anti a graduate La
light exercise
Is Susan, age four, two sons, Monhealth for • number of yams.
parked on Poplar Street. accordSergeant Jackson firing battery
2,1 Tilghman High School. Dr Dar- Murex degree She is on • Inoue,
ty and Mike, three sinters, Mts.
The deceased is survived by his
ing to Sgt James Witherspoon and
niall received his doctorate in music amiatantahip in audio accompanythief in Battery C. Rh Battalion.
0011 and Mrs Fuel Lock.
Bobby 1
four
His
Mrs
Maude
Hughes
Club
wife,
Parents
New
Concord
The
Division
Patrolman Martin Wells of the
education from Indiana University 04
40th Artillery. 3d Armored
of
hart of Murray, and Mrs. Elva BaiThe Murray girl k studying pia- will see a film on "Modern Math" daughters are Mrs Odell Ivy
Murray Police Degartment.
after graduation tram Murray State
near Hanau. Germany. entered the
ley of Bowie. Mei . brother. J W.
Thum- Mayfield Ftoute Six Mrs Charles
The Murray woman was reportCollege and Use AiMerican Conger- no with Dr Jack (Iuerry of the at the meeting to be heid
Army in May 1960 Re was Let
parCothey of Dearborn lidich
of
Birmtnighann
pm
Ervader
1.40
21_at
October
dad.
_
Mandy.
Man
LIISI Meisel of
ed to have bruises around the ntist
voices of Munk iiiChicago. IL.
red at Pea Knox..K.y.
aw. Mr isnd Mrs Johnny
Honor Hoti filr the first s.x
ents-in-l
The
Farmingof
SatAdana
held
D
be
Oolie
vnil
Mrs
Shoot
Turkey
A
Mire
MO
State.
Murray
in
In
While
and mouth, according to th• PoJackson was graduated
The lecture is sponsored by the
Walker
grades of New Concord school ts
starting at eight ton. and Mrs Paul Alexander of
lice record
mirk dapararient of Paducah Jun- Story was • student of John C urday Ocinber 23
from Douglass High Schooi in MurActive pallbearers were Will Ed
as follows
Phillips' farm Otter lake. Mich
Carnal
the
on
am
Winter
Another accident occurred Friday
ior °obese
ray
Stokes. Robert Olin Jeffrey. Clyde
Third grade — Christine McThe surnving sora are Charles
ass Highsisay 121 The short will
in
turn
with
Joan. is
on the court squire as Ronnie
HIS wife
Roberts. Ben Orman. Rob Ginglita.
Minn:tn, Kathy Wesson. Jimmy
ooratinue on Sunday, Octooer 24. of Warren, Mich . James of Wor- Germany
I Chapman 1415 West Poplar. drivLeor. Smith. Dennis Taylor. and
Burteen. Linda Douglas. Cindy
at 1 Mpan Refreshments will be cheater. Mess. Herbert of Murray,
owning a 1900 Chevrolet 4-door
Bill Redcbcit...
Garrison. and Jammy Jarrett
served
Alton of Goodlettsville Tenki .and
ed by Pegpe Dillon of the Name
Jamea RowInt
Honorary pallbearers were Lee
Fourth grade
The public is Invited to attend Thomas of Coiumbu_s. Ohio Two
address, was going north on 4th
Warren. district maiden of the
I CostAnsed On Page Sixi
rasters are Mrs Vertu. Armstrong
,
qv
from
Street after backing out
State Tama Inaurance Company,
and Mrs May Broach of Murray
parting place and hit the 1965
and the following agents of this
Route Pour and a brother is Gambe
Buick 4-door hardtop, owned
IN HOSPITAL
--district Tot Wakkan Dot Weldon,
ble Hughes of Murray Route Four
13th
Marie Lassiter of 307 South
Duarte 1 of the Kentucky WelRoy Williams. Lel. Mumbler. Don
Twenty-dame grendotaldren and
Miss Robbie Jo Parks is in the Street. as .it was parked in the Gilmore. J T Pomer. Homer SoAmockation. Inc will hold •
eight great grand:la:Arm also sur- fare
figt
to
af- parting space. according
dinner meeting at the Village Inn Baptist. Hospital in Nashville
lomon. Curtis McClinton. Edwin
vive Mr Hughes
ter hawing undergone surgery two James Witherspoon who investi- Jordon, Calvin Ramey, and Toni
October 23. at 6 - 30 p.m.
He was a member of the Lynn Friday.
Mrs .1 I Homick was tta gun*
the accident.
Mrs Uia F Faust executive dir- weeks ago. She a in room 6024 at gated
Edwards
speaker at the meetarat of the Head Grove Methodiat Church
The City Police arrested six perof KWA, will speak on "Ac- the hoegagal and would appreciate
Burial wart In the Murray MeThe funeral will be held Tues- ector
Woman's Club held Thuraday, OcKen- memos 'from her friends here sons for public drunkenness over morial Gardens with the arrangtof
Goals
and
complishments
day at two pm at the .1 H Churtober 14. at the Woodmen Hail
citation
a
issued
The Raydat Hospital is at 2000 the weekend arid
tucky Welfare Aasocuiuon".
ments by the Max H ChurcNII
The Art of Growing Old" was the chill Funeral Home chapel with
to one persr.n for running • Kap
C Leslie Dawson, Comma:saner Church Street in Nashville.
Funeral Horne
theme of her very interest/mg talc. Rev John Archer and Bro Henry
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'Sr •'mamma* —estrite Dirniserratk Leader Mike ManeMEL Who'hopes 'the
ns1e call wind up its. session by the
were. Prdelaing'Ohm, it might actually end
wile. by thesindi 41 the nionth

gum 1,114 m the Isiegrate-Tramfer-Leunek facility at
, Gaps lassally. The by rocket motors are attached, but
inspiseaffetin w solishig here. The facility 1.23 amiss higle
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GUARANTEED *
Never An Extra Charge For
One Hour Service

We exterminate pests of
all kinds at low mei
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KELLY'S PEST
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*ONE HOUR SERVICE*
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Eastern Kentucky Wins 23-0.
Tech Downs Western;Cards Fall -
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By United Press International
Eabttern Kentucky finally got, untracked Saturday but it was another sad story for Western
atern cloobered Beet
Winless
Tennenee 23-0 tor a surprisingly
easy victory.
The Maroons win was paced -17Y
quartaback Larry Mann* and halfback Heiman Carter. Marmie scored two touahdowns and Carter picked up 1.30 yards in 16 carries, Ineluding a 79-yard touchdown run.
V Tenne.ssee Tech ripped Western
46-6 as quartertaick Tommy Van
Tune completed three touchdown
.trikes to Sammy Scott and ran for
&mother TD.
Western managed only 76 yards
• the ground and could oomplete
II
tsny 7 at 31 passes
Dickie Moore eared the lone
Western touchdown on a one-yard
run.
* The Univerldty of Louisville ran
Into- a eingle yang offense with a
daidibilderalleki shotgun pasting alai& Sled tiouldn't copewips as
the Doeslinals dropped • ¶T4.30 deto It Carolina. the ifethrested email oo/lege team in the
agetern that. beat us,"
INIAIISAIt AA IlhaRCrostute, •'not
Well CS/MEW"
in PIM* couch Clarence etasavteh
w eal" IIL wen 'one of the Meet beans
we will play all year."
Georgetown continued ueulefeeted. but had to scone all its points
In the final period to beat Prinelpills
Ill. Cuilege 10-6.
The Tierra hekl the Illinois squeal
to only 46 yards rueritrig me a
yards pluming.

versa), will vieit Lotrieville, Middle
Tuners” travels to 'Morehead,
Mummy visite Tennessee Teat Eastern $ass to Findlay, Ohio, Drake
villa Westlake Kentucky. Centie
la &wallet% Ciesxgetown entertains Concord, W. Va., College and
Central State of Ohio visits undefeated Kentucky State in a Scene001211Mo 11111710P.

owli ng
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
BOWLING LEAGUE
Standings for 11-1445
w.
Team
4
Hi-Liters
4
Tigers -3
Pin Ups
1
Sparemakera
0
Dodgers
0
Hopeiub
Team Higls Gana
Hi Liter
Sparernakers
Hi-Lites
Team Sigh 3 Gasses
1111-Litee
liparemakers
Dodgers
Individual HIgb Game
Betty Powell
Jackie Colbert
Bootee Denison

L.

Professional Football Standings

AFL STANDINGS
United Press International
Eastern Division
W. L. T. Pet.
5 1 0 833
Burfaio
2 3 0 400
Huurtcal
000
0 4 1
New York
0 4 1 .000
Bacton
Western Division
W. L. T. Pet.
Team
4 0 2 1 000
Ban Diego
600
3 2 1
Oakland
600
3 2 1
ICIMM011 City 500
3 3
Darner
Sunday's Results
Buffalo 23 Kansas City 7
Barton 13 San Diego 13 ttae)
Denver 28 Houston 17
(Only puree scheduled)
Sunday's Games
Boston at Oakland
1Canees City at Houston
Denver at Buffalo
tchly aim schectuiecu

1 OtS)
Green Bay
5 0
800
4
Baltimore
600
San Pranellioo — 3 2
.800
•2 2
Detroit
400
2 3
Minnesota
400
2 3
°imago
-1 4
300
Los Angeles
Sunday's Results
Green Bay 31 Detroit 21
Cleveland 23 Dallas 65
St. Louts 20 Pittsburgh 7
4,
Daltnnore 38 miming= 7
New York 35 Philadelphia
Chicago 45 Minnesota 37
San Friur-Ssou 46 Los Angeles 21
Sunday's Games
Cleveland at New YOlt
Dallas vs Green Bay at Milwaukee
Detroit at Chicago
Lo• Angeles at Baltimore
Minnesota at Sari Francisco
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia
Washington at St. Louis

NFL STANDINGS
By United Press International

FIVE DAY FORECAST

Eastern Division
W. L.
Teas
at. Louis --- 4 1
4 1
Cleveland
3
3 2
New York
4
2 3
Dina&
4
2 3
Philadeiptia
0 5
Pittsburgh
510 Washington
0 5
500
Western Division
W. L
4119 I Team

xrNTrcicv
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Weekend Sports

.17

- The five-day
1,0U1SVILLE
Kentucky weather outlook. TilesT. Pet, day through Saturday. by the U.S.
0 1100 Weather Bureau
Temperatures will average 8 to 12
0 800
0 .600 deg'-ees above the normal highs of
400 66 to 72 and normal lows of 42 to
0
0 400 50 It will clatinue warm until It
000 turns a bit cooler near the week0
000 end
0
Rainfall will average about a
T. Pet,quarter of an inch in scattered

Saturd a y
By United Preis International
VIRGINIA WATERS. Eng let Gary Player of South Africa defeated Peter Thomson of Ale•tralut,
3 and 2, in the final of the 0••cirld
Match Play Golf Tournament.
MINNEAPO• LISZT PAUL ,liet Seen Melt signed a two-year contract to manage the American Leggue el...rumen Minnesota Twins.
NEW YORK UPI, - Suckpaser
won the 94th running of the Clam,
pegne Stakes with a time of 1:36
24 fit the mile at Aqueduct nice
track.
NEWMARKET. Eng Iffe - Tarqugan. an truth-owned and trained
horse, won the Cambridgeshire
Handicap on which distribution of
an Insh Sweepstakes was bastd.
- SteepCHERRY HILL, N J
le Jill son the $56,700 Vineland
Handicap at Garden State Park.
Sunday
- Denton; reported
MO. COW
that world high lump diamplon
Salm Brunel of Ruda wilt be ridelined at least a year becalm of broken leg bones suffered in an amouo.
bile-motorcycle accident.

IT'S A DOUBLE PLAY - Minnesota Twins shortstop Zoilo Versalleb hag the dirt at second base, but
becomes the first half of a double play in the first inning of the sixth game by the Las Angeles Dodger,
Shortstop Maury Wills is throwing to first babe to get center fielder Joe Nossek. who had hit a grounder to ,
second

1461
1337
1336
•mis
•ino

162
180
109

•Kr1

Individual High 3 Games

Jackie Gilbert
In other gams. Andel Puy up- Betty Powell
p ended Morthead 26-31 donate aome Dabber Clarrison
outatanding png ree die WOW
Tap Six Averages
Nike OotefilecL who -_„j
decker Gilbert
of 41 poem ter 303 wed&
Centre hid an easy UM el it in Betty POWVIS
Hobbs Genteen
depoelne of Hanover 33-14, •
Betty Boles
Murray wes andembedlg11111
denim Tennessee Maas NM& taisouny Bradford
Marilyn Lee
it-7.
- Bobbie Garrison. Longue
In games the week.. Mantiall Uni-

•;,•1,
• v.'s

474
469
419
1311
151
1311
130
126
124
Sec.

•

Young Kentuckians can enjoy a prosperous future in our state if
we act now to build the new roads, schools, parks and health facilities
we need. A lot depends on the Kentucky Bond Issue which we will
all have an opportunity to vote for on November 2nd.

• •

•

41P0"•'- •

• •

• •

•

• •

i430K At 75 - This photo of (cornier PresidentSisenhower
uSde for his 75th birthday fWttiber 14

Take advantage of

SIRE POWER!
to improve your herd

•

•

a

•

the COOPERATIVE WAY
Thla is your organization-owned entirely by and for
farmers. It serves you at cut. More important It brings you
a breeding *rvice that hu no superior in the aunty et
bona available to you.
A carefully planned XABA breeding program can be the
key to a steady Increase in your production and profits.
'We're here to help you accomplish just that. A phone call
will bring you our new Bull Book and complete details on
the pedigree, performance record and special charactetistice
transmitted by each of these bulls:
•10 Naturally Proven hiss,
•39 A. I. Proven Sires
•47 Sires In Waiting
•22 Select Young Sires
• Performance and Progeny Tested Reef Sires
IN ALL DAIRY AND SEEP BREEDS

&Re/Sixes
Cell today for Inform atiorraingir

•

MARSHALL-CALLOWAY ARTIFICIAL
BREEDING CO-OP, Inc.
J. C. Kemp, Technician
Murray, Ky.

•

Phone 753-29014

How your"Yes"vote for
the Kentucky Bond Issue
will help you and help
keep Kentucky taxeslow •,
If the Kentucky Bond Issue is passed on November 2nd it will
entitle our state to take advantage of $685 million in Federal
Matching Funds and money from other sources, so that we can
meet the needs of our state while keeping Kentucky taxes low.
It will enable us to build the primary and secondary roads we
need as well as the new Appalachian and Interstate systems.
We will be able to provide new facilities at our schools, col-

leges and universities to meet the demand for better education
and job training.
We can provide much needed public health facilities, new
parks, community libraries, child welfare centers.
So let's not miss the boat. This Bond Issue will benefit all parts
of our state, and it requires no increase in taxes. The Kentucky
Better Roads Council.
..•

Vote X YES
Kentucky Bond Issue,Nov.2
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Mrs. Noel Smith Is
Hostess For Meet
New Concord Climb

Phalle 753-1917 a 753-4,47

Prnwolf Votk°a
•••

Social Ciiesdar

CKIYAI, KENTUCKY

The
Wadeishore Flainernakers
Club will meet at the hethe of Mrs.
Clarence Culver at 1:30 pm.

• • •
Telitho\ Cielellar te
.0fre1e In the social MB alterwardi
The abbey PTA will have air • kant moan( Cerete
T h e Pottertown
Plainanthers
I has"Back lie alehoti` Itheht at the Mtha all he Illethansis Clad! Club will meet at the home of
about at '7 36 pelt
)
1=
1
Jame bathe and Rath Mrs Oat* Cad at 10:30

The home of Mrs Noel Smith
was the scene of the =Mai at
the New Concord Hathbekers
Club held Wednesday. Ocean 13,
at one o'clock in the aftarailin.
Mrs Pete Hughes.. Prellithillk presided and Mrs. Baty 111100111 olive
the desolate The members repeated The lord's Prayer in arbor
and hfia Meths 01 efts hasppleat people are the busted people
and the unhappiest are the idle."
The abates were read by Mrs.
T ft Mauls IMO cabed the roll
with each member answering with
the house plant the
red_ami
Mrs 0 C &onion rave the bodDnepr note.s.
Mrs. Charlie Stubblaisid and
Kra Curiae Cook gave the Sethi
on "Buying Furniture" They mid
the attest einthurient pad to a
perain la that your house reflects
you
iffbe bootees. ersistacil by Mn
Richard Janes. served refreshments to the sixteen members and
one visitor, him Barletta Wrathee

MONDAY — OCTOBER IS, Illee

Dear .kbby ...

Pros And Cons!

•

Ibigail Van Buren

DEAR ABM. The letter from claws Ther, went an for days every
'TIM* dry. a so ridiculous time one of in went near the baby.
Met sopose who b PRAT ignor- PinaLy, we did get beak to make
be allowed to rase friends with the Why, but that
ant thnv1
•••
cata. let alone children
first performance lies entsugh
Prhe Iberian's Society of Chit
•••
The Murray Dupheate Bridge
Fifty years aisp I heard that US. We kept oar eye on Me baby
tan Service of the Maras Chapel
The Broths Cram Circle elf the Club will meet at the Holly Inn
Miry about MN ithelothis the breath until he was well abbe to protect
Methodbt Church will melt at the FUN Methodist Murat WOCIS all at az .in Passe make reserveout of bablek but I didn't think it bawl! in nee Moat pulled any
home of bre Jamas Sperm nose- Meet at she home a Mrs Jamb hone by calleng 153-4002 or 753was still being circulated. Hieneatly, fumy stuff.
es. North elth Street. at levee Othesta lillaktrep Dove.
U 7:1111 9003
wine pealthi will behave anything!
ABBY PAN. CHICAGO
• ..
;LIU.
•••
TI is true, a cat will aeth • warn
•••
•• •
The Woman's thisitotory Society
PATHS WAITING AT CAVI—Ray Baetzold, father of 15-yearnice. so If a at Jumps up into
DEAR AMT. NO one all ever
The Path Doran Circle of the
The Bertha Sunda School Clem of the Memorial
0ld Morrie Bastzold, who became wedged in a cave
g Church
carnage. or crib, arid tell me that the May of a cat's
beers
crevice
TRCS of the Past likehodist • lbe Phut Basta Church se ail hold • meat* tit the church
In Einckley, about 15 miles south a Cleveland.
snuggles up chose to the baby, It taking a baby's breath is an old
warts outside •(thumb will meet at the soma hat niset di the home of Mrs. effer 01 T 30 pm
for
kb
ean's rescue. Beside him is ha present wife.
a °ray to keep warm
wives tale, because this la "tit
•••
a 2 M pin itnt Maim Farmer *Mee Chew Penn babe sit44,
Oats love children, aid irould happened to me:
end Mrs Oar? Itothuid all be Fth
Tberalley, Onethar 91
never lixastionally harm them unWe lived in a seoand-story apart• • •
tames.
The ARMY. Artnetrong Circle of
less prise:Zed.
ment and a mightier doenutaks
• • •
The Suburban Flainernakers ClIth the Haat Bathe. Murat WISC3 Mar.., Woman's Ctub all and at
I bave been acme in animal wel- had a big 16-pound black oat. OUT
will meet at the tome of atm Bar- 1411 meat et the home al Mm Mag- the club house at 2 30 p.m. Me- fere work for many years, and al- baby was
about three months old
• The Muth Department of the
gie Resisell at seven pm leni. Bran teors all be Meschnses Barnett
nard Tears at seven pm.
Use time. Mg bmband and I
Murree Woman s Chá ale have a
•••
langstoe will have the wogram. Merterfteld. 0 C Wells. T C Do- tal
were In the Oblate and the baby
Eltabr, Irlate Elephant. and Bthe
• • •
Circle rlf of the Woman's Mkran. !Prank firdecenb. Mee Phut
=waft vas actually • was In her buggy in the hying
Murray - thessibey No le Order
Sale at the club house from 13
slonary Society of the Pea Baptist
Wiliam
Puriom.
and
F.
B.
The Mettle Bell Hays Circle of
crouch.
room. I thought I heard some ra* ilarit.40ethe. They
goon to az p.m This well be an at the :autos for Girls will hoid
The &mannish Wesley Circle of
Church mot Tuesday miming at
•"
thar grime- ther strange Muni; matte frorn the Women's Society of Ohnsuan ntne-thirty o'clock at the lotely
apern house and the members will 51. regula nieettng at the egamoie the Para District will meet at the
Saturday. October 23
at seven p.m.
*Tibor lady's the hying room. so my husband larvae of the First Methockat home af Mrs. H. 0. Ocoee on Mat
y and sell it
tor arrangeGoshen Methodist Church at 10 30
a
The !Otitis Department of the
•••
Iteeper
and I went to to take a look. Well, Chant met Monday, October 11, at street
and Clitatzthe gth ideas
M
Murray Women s Club will have its
fencereI y
• • •
In awns that cat got into our arthes-thety o'clock In the evening
firm fifty cents to five dellare.
-My
Church - Seemg and DoThe Woman s Missionary Society
luncheon meetat the club home
`1/01111110AL" IN
N m phase aglitehow. and there he _- at the aietal tan or the church.
Cbtfee and cookies wig be areal
ing' Was the subject of the proof the TVs Baptist Church all
••
Presenting the progrern in the
Quote!. M. P E 0 Sisterbood at 12 noon litatessai will be Matwith be rnouth on the bsby's, and
"the Department the Imre a basgram presented by Mrs. litOgar
meet at the church at 9 30 am.
will hold a luncheon meeting at dames Hobert Hornsby, Harlan
his bit Mick paws pawing away farm of a panel theotaelon on "Wo- Pride
dam meeting at the club home at
•••
IhIT I veldt you would
the home of Mrs Joe Baker Little- /lodges. NI 0 Ingram, R. A. Johnon bar sheet and thrcat. The baby tan In An International ComP.M pest
The Coldwater Homemakers Club ton. Starve
that yam( Waked Sign•••
Street. at 11:30 am. stan. and Miss Lila Oath
Mila J. M. Linn gave the devowas struggkag to get her breath munity" were Miss Kathleen Patviii meet at the home of Mrs.
• • •
CATO" the pewee of and her
•••
little face was beet reel terson, program leader. Mrs. Rue tion Prayers were led by Mrs. Nenen.
the
sour*.
and
FO
told
n
COOKIE
THE
her
to
The Chnstan Women's Fellow- baba Fuqua at one pin
Overlay,
JAM
Mrs Othrhe Robertson, braska Standby and Mrs. E. C.
The Buenas and Professional
My Masud grabbed the oat and
keel/ her lovely cats and not to
itup ci the First Mrs/roan Church
Womenb Club will meet at the
Jones
• • •
I grabbed the bahg. I am sure if end We. Celia Crawford.
worry
about
their
harming
new
will meet at 10 an at the church
be
on
A
Mir
'The Wilted Nations"
Woman's Cbsb House a 6.30 pm.
we hadn't math *ore in time.
Refreshments were served by Mrs.*
lastet
•
•
•
pirlor A potluck lunctiesn well be
was
Sewn.
Dr. Ethel Miller sang
Wednesday. October 2111
Children will hurry home to raid
our baby would have been clod.
served at althea em.
a ranee( ithe -How Great Thou chafe to Use eight mambas and
The Nature's Passe Garden Clkib
Verthane Mismionary ace- a cookie Mr full of pommel butter
The
is
a
true
story
and
you
mike
I on the mother of six. raving
• • •
Art". and the grab 11111311 the song. one visitor, Mn. Jones.
will meet at the hame of Mrs. IL ley of the Olin *Win Chord& enkribell onto ,secty add one
be ages from Imonths to 16 Iglus Use my MAIM
• • •
Circa I of the Flat Methodist C. Juries at 110 p.m The eirepilde int nine et the eloandi
amen 5%-auace page (1 cup) a peanut old, and we have newer been *ThMRS NELLEE el BROWN "Where Orms the Crowded Ways or
Mauch WEIC113 will meat in the will be MI arreneement with oin- eat
Lire.
batter flavor chips to your favorite om cab Not only
LANCASTER,
OHIO
one cat, but
• ••
WD.ior youth rem at 2:30 p.m. Omen on tabie. tree standing and
Mts. Garnett Jones preside] in
baleniit01 000ky recipe or try mane. I have had
•••
esta before any
They will eun the Faith Doran all animal by Mrs 011ie leireil.
the absence of the chairman, Mrs.
The loan Deproolaust cif us the recipe ea the oatmeal peolage. of r
m were born. and I
DEAR ABBY I can tell you a Boron Joey
Mien logig after the
personal incideru that may help
The hcetemes. Mrs. C L. StarWan slid gone
y•our readers decide whether cats borough. Mrs Clifford /deltigni.
edbi have sleot with the
really do term bataes or not When and Mrs Katie Ovemeat. served
tables and hen beers marvelous
I wee • boy of about ten I ran sUll catalpas refrain:tents to ban prePI" ul..ttleTg. VOX 021104
one seeing ray. bath aster, sent.
of our Sato ever as noch sattigig
• • • •
was about three months old
▪ Med Our youngsters have learnOhe time. lying on the center of
se
"lithenetteib.
ed
Sebum and rerier mother's big bed It was a hot A Ph &
aponabdity from aw cats I do
samba day and my mother and I
think
you
were Wise to mention
by NNIM MUNN
were bit on the front porch
tied all animals (the weeder are
Eel BAD flmt. Owed Mort
Ilk mother suddenly deeded to
unpredietabie,
so
one
Mrs. Marra athdollei entertainshould be go in
1% tante thim your maks it
and check OR the baby. an&
careful
nth
to
expose
tiny
•
infant
ed IM asimbera of the Ails and
yoLir future plena boande t
1 I teased eking ober her. There
to an moral larger than he k.
it her home on Poppow off am aher
ne
ntrr.
1 *as cat big old oat standing on Crabs Chib
ARP
,
"
But our experiences with cats have
Stria ah Wednesday. October
Do your
IOW.
„thy bay .ffhtera chest with Ms lar
eh been e-)od
t
13 et two-therty o'clock In the
Doer up on the history ef the
•
Meath Inbar the baby's as Mr as
•
aseorrinat CAT LOVI1R
farnous Men
OM Get
he could art it in. My wither grabEllE00. CAL
an idea et the geoeftgary 01
The predate* Mrs e B P'ord.
bed the oat by the back a Ka seek
4
caws you'll risk- The backgeve special mesons
Mid threw it on the now Then she prattled and
ground that books ma supply
DEAlt ABBY Your warning to
aboet Columbia Day and Hallopicked
up
the
baby
and breathed
"Mite, star- -g Ulm
will make your travails noun
the expectant mother rat to leave
her own breath into the thinu wee. Poems were read strait oath
lentils 17, to AM:
more rewarding.
hir neatens bear ethrotected horn
mann until the returned to her- day
anon Wilh
cats ma go81, as far as it went.
Mrs Nthelaph. tharetary real
Brandi Okt
nia I shell never forget tbs. I
Deer tree. M SOO* tbit
Put It taint ao la enough.
and caned the roll
Don't limit In "air nudiag
we it nth my own eyes Neediest the ininolab
Nam, and boyfriend Pre.
Abby. you shoal have told her
to trend uniffil%Venbey
to siav ith mother got rid of the elsol/b1 jinn or handwork were
David Snow, 21, (try,
offer rainalart
the the expression. .jeltion as a ad
as
and no one in ow' bendy has ahoGh. GOMM were drinim for the
RI, hag on meeting In tibia
betels, reatadriftifli
ant.- a more than just an thesesfitgatChnses party.
ethr kept a cat around since.
?rang
Mary lihtett
fiaming Women out•bit.
Oen It's the MAIL OM& are the
therestaistata at thrice, cake and
T
r
C
(eat
)
star, and 0.0.
Read Meiotic acuel• and
mast jealous. posseseve creatures
coffee with area by Mrs RanLAUGHLIN
ors.
DEL
RIO TIM
rom,
biographies to mast the tiswronged the get
on earth We know
delgh. esitated by Mrs Charles
1I
•••
--_,
anes who mode famous the
We had no children ter the flret
•
s...• •
Tahoe" sad Wm Melee- Linn"
places you'll vlalL
five years of our =meted Wes. WI
seine •
Probasies7 lielle to Abby. Box
Thee read travel books and
he did Mare a Soma ad from NM. Ion. daprins. Qild For a
`aine
will help you chart your
▪ lakte'n Ike five years. -Made punnet Reply. aim • stamped.
suppiy histcrk background 01'
was aur "tenbp" 'Men we had a its•-•Adichned envelope.
-oar COMPACTS Are A TAMP BMW
INIIIII•ace you to the people
•••
reel baby. NedII never forget tie
Your Choice of hinny Makes and *OMB
▪ Illertorns of foreign lands.
Gay we Menet ear baby hems
Sate
to
write letters, Send one
alltilleg new books of later— Before Van any, Roe Us! —
from the iscopliel. You should have dollar to Abby. Box 0700. los
al te travelers are theme
etabertethe Tate C.'
Hi N seventh Street
Phone 758-4111
WWII IOC A= Dutch reddens ir Amsterdam tor dineallena
seen Welk He wee positively wild! Angeles. Calif . far Abby's booklet,
advisee 'The Business'The Riesese MUM by Rel.maa's Guide to Europe, they'll all yen to 'sake
boric
neat
his
-HOW
toned.
spat.
TO
WHITT unmans Peak
a lift tarn at the nott came'
mord itrektiary 'Me bet a
Weed Ma teeth aid Max out his ALL 00011820030"
goidaleosk In the ono seine ore win den Oa traveler ea
•
Mud* author's kite& hair- over the Phatalara te PakTHE WELL DRESNED WAN TIMM
•
fir at *ord. but there, se
what be impost be materna and ing-e-eitinderflt-lhhe
istan Sad Into India. It. a
at
dant that It altil rade the
•
cash* veto be heals far book be all akin • abear-si- acianionat
uerptiehuy
,0 t h
tom* wine Mind ler Janet ea*
Oftellfamentr
i to Wens Maury adialstalp
The &utters witty remitFerther OM, Forever New
Road It and
Mends with
Across from Oolk•ge Library
ting es the Japanese way a
endear Biel by Jean Baer.
by Emily Elmbrough. This the Greeks, whit dm
proud, If you're a woman
and you
•
753-3242
fun-loving, hospitable people.
travail alone, here's a book
Enjoy. too, Emily's new adthat tells you how to make
venturer in an old land.
your way through Europe. It.
Foispeet no Shin by Les- I globe elf est anti elei t
Get Vie Mignon rate en your savings at
gal
on what to take, sae and
lie Finer. h pain book a
Security Federal Savings and Loan Assoboy. dot sin advises on hoe
thinmettaly Wane& Oak ciation at 114 East Center Street In Sikesto whip up • social life overwritten by an Inguaimuin who
ton, shassiari, savings are insured up I.
Ii.. lived Ia OTTO!e fla eight
70
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oncbog the eleotaco, seating when Collowscr County, Kentucky,
thro
the oleetotel adI he head and the Nth day of April, 1960
purpose thereof.
Robert 0 Mater, Judge,
Such el-colon shall be held under
Calloway County,
the gene.al electron laves
Kentucky
Given under my band as Judge of
0-11 and 18
-

law
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SWEET POTATOES. Copter Skin. and TesOM Mato
ore. Meese lbedlig pour container.
Cocper Jonas, Rhone 247-4471, Jones
Soreleee Ofissessd
_dill, Tenn.
0-30-C
New) YOUR POODLE ciipped?
16" WESTERN FLYER Bicycle with
stodi taros. Good oandiaon Cheap Call 753-7160 lor a professional cut
in your Motor of toPles
'ITC
753-6002
0.20-P

SAI
aml••••

AFRICAN
NIGHTCRAWLERS
The Champion Ball Worm
LARGE and ACTIVE
•
Mrs. Ed Smith
11 3 miles from Court square
on Concord Reado
Uric
Phone 753-2454

CARPETS and life too can be
beautiful if you use Blue Lustre.
Rent electric ehampooer fl 0-18-C

5-yearcrevice
ou Lade
eta.

a

12 (WAGE DOUBLE barrel Steyens shot gun in nice abape also
9410 ahot gun for sale 21 inch gas
range ideal for small apartment
Call 753-8613 after 5:00 p.m. TEC
1964 BUIOK, Super. Excallent runlung, very good Ores, 44ear sedan.
excellent bisok. flodeb. Fee at Starts
0-20-C
Hardware.

Miles
Meet

Welchem', lidise Fine Eaftist
y morning at
at the betty
aides 013
W

*Mg and Doi Of the prolifts. Bawer

eve the devoi by Mrs. Nei Mrs. E. C.

NEW THREE-BEDROOM bra on
Sha Wa Drive by OV/tibr- TWO full
.
A baths two-car garage. bade 974,
I
,close to colkge campus This house
le vacant Pmeemosi with creed Oen
be seen by appointment Cal1 763E1625
0-164
4 RESIDENTIAL LOTS In Napes
Fla cleaeloped One 1750 00 or all
for $2.195 00 Sets Marlon McCarthy
at the Nataanal Hotel. room 216

o

4

served by Mrs.
members and
ma.

SOME REAL Bard Dogs, thorotiell3
broken. and du it all. Also pair Ooon
&tee Phone Hoplunevtlle, 886-8071
0-19-P

C-4116•111033 Opwatur.ores

ELECTION NOTICE
IN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY
COURT •

Murray Hospital
Censua - Adults
Census - Nursery
Pa...erste Admitted
PaL.nts Discharged

87

6

RegularTMIKIIIIRWRield: "
os ktl
In Re. rbeason itgellejr
sialbseller or
,c0.
unsay Alkali
114,
d'atients admitted from October 13,
Just-tau. raftrte
q. Ott
14115 to Octobes 15, 1966
county Cogrodellpgres
.
."

Mrs. Max Nance and baby girl.
ORDER
stoat& 3, Lee Croas Washburn, Rt.
An apphcation by emus' peti5. Benton, Joe Pai Farley. Rotate tion reigned by more than one himN
1 .f
i, Mrs. Lanon Lovett, P.O. Box 14; deed legal voters of Calloway Co.
Carl Alexander, Dexter; Mrs Jim- unty having been Bled with did
BRE DILL ELECTRIC for motor
my Wilson and baby girl, Hazel; court on the 3015 day
March, 1966,
repairs New and used motors fOr
A. M. Jones, Route 2; Mrs. Nor- I'. accordance ynth Kentucky Ea
sale. Located Murray Drive-In Them.
man Klapp, 905 South 12th Street, Sized abatillien CABO and mid lip
ter entrance. Pim= 753-2920. Tlw..7
James Hall, Route 5, Benton; Roy Memnon demanding a referendum.
Ross, 414 North 4th Street. Rich- to determine the (oaten of gres.
ELECTROLUX SALES and Service
Call Carlon B. Cherry, phone 793ard Sydney, 447 Franklin Hall; ment to be used in Calloway Ongdy,
6725Mrs Thomas Herndon, Route 1, Kentucky, and the court bMellf AWL
0.114.P
Clover, Tenn , Mrs. Vernon Cohoon, floiently adobe&
I WILL NOT HZ relerwalkeSC
IT IS ORDERED AND DIRECT217 Elm Street, Irl R. Burners. 256
any acts mode by Dwane Nebo.
South Marion Street, Oak Park, ED that the Country' Court OHM itit
etnod. R. H Kelm.
Illinois, James Ensnul Hurt, Rach- Calloway County, Kentucky, D. W.
man Hall, Mrs Harold Ellington, Elhoen,aker, be and he lit bandy dlWILL CARE FOR child Et my home
anti baby bay, 927 Pine Street, flz-n- noted to place on- the Watt at Sae
white mother WMYks. Phone 763.
be need in ,
ton, Mrs Ikark Finney, Route 3, nest regular nectson
TN?.
0-23-C
canton. C B Mayfield Rotate 1; i DellowaY Counts', KentlerleY, Etat I
Mm Ease James, West View Nurs- does not ocour liallillal sixty days I .
OR aIl
trig Home, Wesley Redden, Beale lifter :Veered 30, leek which Weald
Hotel, Mass Estelle Calhoun. Route be the November, 1965, aleuerle
ROOM FOR ONE COLLEGE boy
1. Cadiz. Herman 0, Kenathar, 305 IllectIon, the roBblnalt talenOWS:
real clone to college. call 763-6613
W 141.11 Street, Brdon. Mrs. James
'Are you for or regilinit baying
alter 5.00 pm
TT°
Dale Erw.n. Route 1, Hazel, Mrs.
S Floral Court ocalliened
tarso
Alma
Smiley
Route
1.
NEW BUILDING on Main Street,
cornmassamere sod Mt amid
_October
Paildeste
discharged
from
for auto >manna Phone 753-30Ia.
Al'11F MC telt:
Judge of ase Om*/ Court"
13, 11165 to October 15. /965
•
0-19-0
For
Alleikeet.
TOR t...APITta, MID ORM -Iti
Joe Pritchett, Dexter; Mrs. Lula
HOUSE TRAILER 2-bedrooM. 10 ft informisum. oall 753-3314 anytime" Robertson.
Street;
5
308
4th
?Ant
/T IS FUITDREEt ORDERED ANO
'TFC Clyde Farms, 933 N. lfith Street; ramerED
wide at linveatt's SerVIce Station
that the chhety ohm.
Maas Dorothy Ca/dwell ftoute 1,
[Birk give to Use etientf a °emend'
Puryear, Tenn. Mrs. Mary Laud
copy of this order Inman five days
418 8 1C881 Street; Mrs C10648/ idler this date. IT
Orate, Rotate 2. Hazel, Mrs_ Kirby carcium
mat the Elberilif base
Hanford. Route 5; Elialut Orr, Rt. Ildis order
pettlethed In mono we
1, Haael, Mr Sheltie Oarner. 316 or
duly nrieraPil31/ ta/
kellmt Mr°
froth Witt, Mutter Nicky Davis, oonercutive
wades ham Use elecRoute 2. Haan, ads. Donald James, tion and
adyerilde ft by kaindbils
New Concord; Mrs. NIT* Copycat, posted at me or
more compicsions
I.... a
t
00 right Si.
A Doubleday & Co n..
1612 Ryan. Mrs_ Hugh Parris. fitel places in melt
maim in (adge*
INstruri,
bindwate
Distributed
by
King
Shirley Wolford.
I Story Avenue, Mrs. Isickie Eurkee, °aunty for at
lama two loseelks pre.
shielded nor long nnlaket by still be • newspaperman sett.
!Route 4; Mr. Jack Skinner, 213 N.
-placing it trothrty against isis Taylor rather than • Wile
WhitReese,
506
Mut
'therms
!Ext.
'WOW
body and said speculatively '1 with Scott
RichHurt,
407
neu, Mr Junea
rISCS011 yo re • lieutenant out
manta ne nad editorial.
414
N.
man-. fLeL, Mr. Roy Rom
you shore!) runt the most verl and his uncompromising on
4-0 es..41c., Mr. oeber,
sibie one I ever diri see else painfully arriven at ii, Sept.,
end Da-very.
you wouldn't be caught out lilt, ben WS, that Taylor 11110 In,-
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The Whispering Cannon

CH A PTER- 1
rye this dark February day le
•
1847
the usually placid
waters of the Gun of Messer
were roiling and Marine in an
gry protest at the harah or.,
&aught of the rain•fIlled rarine
norther
-s long series Of colossal OtUt
The waiting fleet ot this"
troopshipe anchored oft The
Ills last words carried • chat sierk oeginning with nil' re,.
sesidy Testae shore wallowed ir ;mute that had a laminar nag tion to the first Mexican attar
belplome empty frustretinn
to it
As a civihun travekng and culmii tine With the al
There were toasts aptento, tc with Zachary Taylor's Regulars most unt.etievaiale •rmiatice
transport Gene ra I Winfield and Vsrunteers during most of terms which nan followed the
Scoft• Volunteer Soldiers across the preceding year Dixon nad fall 'at Monterrey
the shallow oesters but these met more than one pioneer- , On the des lie had wItheseer,
small craft, since early morn- turned-soldier who saw a fight I the beautiful out incredible sur
ing. rtad been 'solidly staked as uve onty chance to nuns his render ceremony -and then seen
along the serge sloping beach boredom at home
the Mexican army march from
The few that had ripped free
He said without malice. '1 the city with all tt• small arm,
had quickly been pounded apart
and
many of its cannon -nor oar
suppose iron think all the yen
against the water-parked sand
sIble members of this army art- finally put all of his feelings on
Further ashore • numbet
paper ano dispatcher, them to
in their tents now
leaking tents had 'been whippei!
the New OrteaneXtreurnoese
- I reckon
to shreds and 0 ers hmt sunni,
If nen perhaps neer an
'You steno out nere and
collapsed on their fuel'.. Vol think about it " Dixon suggest portant document Many dial
untold occupants
The tents ed
ed that this ano aubsonnoent
viewed through the rainstherr
The sentry glowered for a patches roan actuall% influent:co
endlessl‘
seemed to stretch
Pressitient POIN int. oer oyin0
moment and then grinned A*
aerosol the prairie out there was
that peace court, never come
'east fie nod nen In a ronteat
an end to them half a mile frorr
about until a second arms tin
small as it was and tor the rno
the waters edge
der General Scott took the of
ment tie was satisfied
Along this northern boundary
tenstve from Taodot am, touglu
•
• •
Dixor
of the encampment Craig
Its way along reeler ono
moved
on
casting
storm
impede
,
'
nicking
his
was
route from Vern Cruz to Mexico
rain-filled eyes about the City
way toward the smoked-canvas
encampment As a soldier new
by Cion
quarters occupied
Of those who snared this be
Luxton who until three weeks to the ranks of the army out lid t some considered Dixon s
ago had been a mountain man familiar with Its way he was champion of the rights of
1
and now was a sergeant m the impressed with the orderliness citizen soldiers out most per.
0A11
rind
rote
of
Scotts
mIghta
Dixon
Texas Volunteers
pie seemed to think that an been snug anti secure In hik own arnIV , that that pert Of nun man who would condemn -01,
tent when Private &tinker had which would always belong to Rough -and-Ready' Taylor. after
brought him Luxton's cryptio the newspaper world could only the great victories he Imo
reflect that no man could ever achieved, was against all things
message
'The General wants to see control more than a pert Of OM American
Dixon changed course again
you in • damn big hurry, but I ' own desttnY
Scott had planned that this reached Luxton's tent, and be
got to talk to you first. 1 didn't
would
leave
Its
mark
On
gan to squeeze his way through
come to you 'cause you'll be day
welkin' this way anyhow. and American history: here from the partrally tied flap He made
this
remote
camp
the
AmenIt
inside and turned to see Lux
Tye got coffee near brewed."
. can army's first major arnphtb- ton grinning at him
According to Luxton's way of
lour! invasion was to have been
"Figured you'd need coffee
thinking the coffee was an
launched at daybreak Suil the and I reckon you do," Luxton
argument that far outweighed
tumult
ot
this greeted.
unexpected
such paltry considerrotoons as
morning's 'merino had changer'
A horny hand reached out
army rank and protocol, and
all that The inverann ruid been and set a tin clip of thick black
portiere he was right This was
halted before It Wall ten min- liquid on the red-hut top of the
• civilian army: most of its
ute. old sad this calendar day Franklie stove he hadscroungec
officers had been chosen by the
wont() moon be neglected slat from somewhere "Take IL" be
men themselves, and the mathen formitteri
mid, as if he were offering a
)(orgy Of the voting soldiers
It wnp a blow- that was rare treat
ditto I consider that their ballots
Dixon nodded and accepted it
rota granted social amenities as bound to have Its select on
Scott to mood sno actions today with the uncomfortable feeling
well as authority
that
for
Luxton's mustache tun
inn it multi hardly account
Dtxon hunched tnto the wind
his sending for a newly commis- lust dipped into It Clony Lux A lieutenant. one of those who
Stoned lieutenant sync had never ton seldom gave • man coffee
had been elected by his own
seen him except from a dui unless h• had sampled it first.
men he was dressed in a con
Ile leek, the earning cup withtrance Probably the General
glomeratton of a new blue urnsummons hen nothing to do out toectung it to his tipsform a gray civilian greatcoat
'What's this about the GenWith Olkon•ir ritritits as a wad,
and a Texas-style poncho which
but was filelincla ted with his hav• eral?"
COUldn't keep sheets ot rain
-1 &Eel sure mind.- Luxton
Mg been a nevaspn per reporter
water from soaking him clear
cannoned. -but Rcott's man the
Mail the day of ills enlistment
through
He was a tall man
Dixon cOrrecido
nis own one that give me ' the message.
browned and creased by the
thinks he's Ilion to send you
harsh Texas plain
bierfiere he thinking He had been a oorre- some plate
Rome place Hite
had been raised.
his walk epontient rather than a reporter back to General Taylor's outanal manner suggested New Or - One of the first men in history
lean* where he had spent four ever to dispatch Ms material
directly from a battle front, he
"He'd send me to Taylor'!"
of nil twenty-eight years
had been with General Taylor's The potion was ludicrous, ProbHe altered his course slightly
army from April through Sep- ably acott's messenger
nen
and a chattering voice lashed
tember of last year
He bad added a few embellishments to
out at Min
fought alonmide the eoldiesamt die add& and.was -this minute
*Milt! Who goes thart" The Palo
Alto and Rearm de Is Pal- sharing his 'cite with anyone
sentry standing to the leeward ma and Monterrey, and
bad he who ereadd
oot one of the tents, was dressed '
(To Be Continued Tomorrow)
in a short bentsion coat and
winked bliCjtskUi•
With the ezooption of firearm Pitatorkrai peormaapea, the CharAfter IMMO* Milted and,,prop ("lora is, troe story are fictitious and hats so relation to sag
erly identrfled hiniself, the guard i persona us real 4/s.
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MERLE NORMAN
COSMETIC STUDIO
107 75 9111
Mal 73341020

Answer to Saturday's PUI2141

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Merle Norman Cosmetics
All Purpose 51.78
Crepn-7 im-os.
Mfrs-rol-to it -es.
C.imulat
stub
l'Os•ier lbsee-ellateronisf.
porous
61.73
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"IT COSTS SO

LITTLT TO we RAPE"

ROSE's WHEEL ALIGNMENT
New Location, Olive at 3rd; thane 7113-1351
Check your wheels for Solely and Tire Wear
NUMMI& - SHOCKS - BRAKES - TIKES

A GOOD SELECTION
OF OTUER USED CARS
(Limit 5,111111 Stamps)

!END • BAND
T.E41 YORK 061 - Toie Un s
•
sr. Swam",has skopioxi
to Me lialtase Alutinie3radern for
t.norni I hc:.p ti bulti.,o tax ft t.
meld. rukcano.cd *Alta-net :naps
for iervose on its North *Lamar
Trade routes.
-
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TH E'1 WON'T WORK- THEY'RE
WORT14LESS FOR MIUTARY

SERVICET:c--

-AND THEY 09147
PAY TAXES!! 50
NATURALLY,YOUR
GOVERNMENT IS
FRAKITICTO DO
F
THE If

1
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GOVAMINT4r
-ALL.
HEART!!

ALL .1 HEY SAY THEY'RE
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THEY MEAN ?
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NIC.OLAS DEMONA IS FRANTICALLY
SEARCHING FOR ISS "C.LE-OPATRA"
AND 'MARC ANTONY
TO COMPLETE
'
HIS FIENDISH E'APERIMENT IN THE
HISTORY OF WOO - -
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MY TENT---I'M
GOING TO
CAMP OUT
TONIGHT
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A FREE
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Letter To The Editor Word Received . • •

Mrs. Huie
_

kPkw tk Leada,A

ny MAN O'SULLIVAN
IF you re looking for someC "ea The National Arts
and Antiques Festival, It will
thing original to etre a
'
offer eoinething for everyone
room setting oomph, look for
when it lures the public to
something very old or someNew York's Madison Square
thing very new.
antique.
Garden
next month (NovemSomething old is an
ber 13 to 211.
either a furniture piece or an
scoessory Its ortganaloy hes
Tbee-.(ad-Nm Shoo
in the fact that it's apt to be
Belled as a show-cg of the
a one-of-a-kind denim. Proarts "from the Coptic t,• •'
viding it suits your setting- Optic". its d.splays will rio-'
and the setting needn't be
from the- (unmoor of yestertraditional for many antiques
day to the pop art of tociat
mix well with modern this
It promises to be a trea
makes
41.virtue
one-of-a-kind
- honer of 'finds" for thaw o
a conversation piece.
"Nnint to buy, as well as a
New Idea
never-never-land of Ideas that
Something new can be an
can be borrowed by those who
idea one, for example. that
merely want to browse.
shows a novel approach .to
More than 300 antique deale +secretive prinnesce P
er., artioLa, sk,oratura rux1
hanging pictures, decorating
museums will be represented
a wall, covering a inreitn. In a showing that aims to be
i'a walk through art history"
draping windows
Something new can also be
with almost all the art on
tangible
ss the current
as
rxtututoon available for sale.
craze for pop art. It appeals
Take A TM
to many and there's no escapIf you're in New York. don't
ing the fact that it's different.
mass the Meow but, whether
Better Deeernitina
you have a chance to see it
Maybe "way out" would be
or not. take a tip from this
bettre way to. describe it. exposition when you're doing
Among the most popular pop decorating.. Ter Sae original
artists is one who has rune- awe de
sk.dap la at
tured • man-sirs toothpaste wertleen wieliedift dem and
tube and another who paints the Mt* gellielie that give
=Up KM
new a4101 a thanes to show
Whichever your choice, the
Utah Mamas.
fact remains that original efPrism rosy surmise youfects in decorating can be
antiques and onginens aren't
achieved with the very old or
alwamenstly Often they can
the very new.
be picked up for • song. You
Cognizance of this fact has
may make a real "find", one
peen taken by a group of ex- worth a fortune.
perts and the result is someEven if you don't, this kind
Milne regally different in ea- of shopping is enjoyable for
19111111tions.
just one reason- its fin !

Seek Old Or New
When Decorating

(Continued Front Page
We s.hington, D.C.. former United
&lies nnegreesman from Minnesota', The Rev. Trafford P. Maher.
S. J.. d:rector of the Department
of Enicttion and Flurnxn Rent'.M.S Center, St. Louis Universinin
1 Dr. Ralph 0 Na. head of the
0pan met t of Rhetoric. University
of niumesoun and Mr. Harold R.
Colbert, executave vice president,
Ccmmerce Publishing -Company. St.
Leuts. Mc_
National Association o I
'I he
ok-Wo:nen Inc. is a professional
• /1.1.Z1 an for semen typo are
3 banea, airings banks.
- 1 trns: c:mpanea. Torre are
:ban 41100 msr.bers through. .ie Un. ei nnstes and sevenal
a.gn rt an:nes.
\Ins *Joinun Seltzer, Vice-Pre.lent. The Peoples nrst National
t,nk and Trust Company of Patooth will senor:lea:1y Mrs. Hutt
▪ TU..S.1 They sin leave by plane
om Pado.e.ah on Bunchy. October

SEEN 8 HEARD

•

'Continued From Page One)
Just like them at home
-On the way to Frainkfort Friday on
• he West Kentucky Parkway, we
saw a turtle In the right lane and
he was almost across His neck
was out as far as he could get it.
We wonder if he ever made it.
A big snake definite/5 did not make
it. He was lying in the middle of
the parkway.

IF l'Oti pick up an antique screen with a beautiful wood
frame, you might replace worn panels with mirror insets.

(Castfatied From Page 11
nib* children I do not want to
have to tall them that my country
deserted • poople who asked us
for help in their hour of need. Nor
do I wish to explain that tete United States first line on defense has
become the Pacific coast because
my gentration
so gutlees that
we gave up Ildr principles area Southeast Asia for "peace in our time"
I do not want to tell my children
these things and that is any I
advocate a continuous and nrengthened eleott by the United States
to Southeast Asta and why I ask
thr, President Johnson's actions
in Vietnam be supported by all
ciesens who consider theaticlvai
Anienrans
'Inane you for *he attentioh youJ Flobert AlcAlfee
iltd Note: Thi above letter is
being published, anhough ne name
was signed The nsme was typed
at the bolt OM of tills letter and the
ed tor is of the opinion that the
lener a
bornande neer neon from
editor
Mr MeAlfee ters to
*re always welcome but should be
signed by the writer

(Continued From Page Gne)
my, Jerry, and Eddie, and several
grandchildren
The body is being returned to
the McElvoy Runnel Horne of
Pans. Tenn., on Tuesday where
funeral cervices will be held sometime Wednesday. Burial will be In
Paris, Tenn.

CallowaV

•••

(Continued From Page One I'
Major categories -- physicians,
dentists, nurses and pharmacists.
The breiknown shows 17 pitmen
-ans. 11 denests. y nurses. 24 of
• •- is are active. and 6 pharmacies
T4e fArc-e.s, wh'ch reflect 1962
r-y r-raliors in tOM' Inn -or:es, are
bailed on place of reedwece
W:de ing.onal and other vansVona exli:. in the supply of such
peret•nnel in relation to population.
The concentration Is ununu shy
high in the groner metropilion
areas
In Calloway County, the 68 men
and women in the health categories
listed are equivalent to 32 per 10,000 popula!:on
Another marker for the torli% hss
Among comparable counties
ben torn down I almola
t,ied
throughout the country, the averthe other day when I passed the
age is 55 per 10,000 persons
old latticed well sited out on South
For the Southern States as a
16th Street, and it was torn down.
whole, the rate is 52 and,In KenMany years ago when I was a
tucky. 45
very little girl. I remember pantGovernment
experts AWITUIte
ing that well shed on our way to
that medicare will cause -hospital
town The road was muddy thtu In
ussge to Jump 15 percent or more.
the winter. and I remember how.
creaung the need for more hosthe hone and buggy would almost
pital beds
mire down. Bin when I could see
The report shows that. in Callothe well shed, 1 knee we were near
way County. there are 46 general
Murray. That Is the only spa: I
he en el n Is per 10e00 population
can remember when my father and
The average in the rent of the
mother. troukl take a day to go to
C3A1n.:y
3a such beds per 10,000
town.
What a treat , Now the marker is Pectge
gone.
Mrs Howard Ou:hrie
CIVIL SERVICE BENEFITS

• •

011ie Hall...
it'ontinued From Page Onet
ly by a comm.:nee e.f farm and
public administration experts especially appointed by the Secretary
of Agriculture for that purpose.
The system not only has been re •
tamed. but has bzen greatly strengthened."
liece in Calloway County. Hall
points out. 1753 farmers took part
last year In one or more proornms
&dr:am:Wend by the ARC Committee Funds disbursed under the
Commttees' supervision last you
amounted to $371.414.
La.e. year a TO. 12.434 sores of
farmland were :mproved tinier the
Anecorural Conservation Program
cr....nshiring arrinxernent This cost
1f9 rs, w th sbrut hilt c-imng
from the prrticipating farmer, the
ties nee from AC?.

•

"So yott een see that ABC Cornmitt#emen in Calloway County are
In efect board members of • big
bunions." th cfriirecnr. continued.
"This points up the urgency in getting out the greatest possible erce•••••ten of farmers in community
elections"
A "firmer eligible to vote in the
committee elections." according to
the chairman -is generally a farmer who m eligible to take part in
one Of more of the national fartn
programs which the ABC committee helps to administer A person
eligible to hold office as a Melmitteeman ts a local resident who
Is eligible to vote in the election
and who meets other quatificattane.
Further information on these ail
other qualifications may be obtain.
ed from its ABIOS Migilifle gait*
In general, these ride out employees
or Wes Department of Agriculture,
habilera of elective office and periled., 1160 have been dishonorably
elbilmeidel from • military service
ae egnmsed from office for cause.

•

The trees on the way to Frankfort
provided food for the soul Every
color of the rainbow The tree covered Pulls in the distance resembled
onnettang like • giant Raapberry
with each of the little bumps on
the Raspberry a different coke.
WAININOTtlet WS, The Fin- • .191/1111111610111 of ABC comenunnY
—
Woodlouse Prem Page Ohm)
ale Priem pemed mid mew to PresIhroughout Galloway
big cottontail haa a neat In the
ident Johnsen a bill to extend bawbe held in each Magisrnind flowerbeci in the backyard.
ds of recent Intemmee In cavil Der- torof Oletnet November d 1811,
H: his dug down a little next to Callosity
County Illompttal He was eke rettretnent awarded to per.
the bird bath and the grata has M years oi
BM*, community election will
age and • member of amenent employes whale rennement
crown up and covers hien pretty the Churoh
choose three community commitMist.
beneties begin before J. 1.
well He will move only if you get
The dammed me born March
The bd1 was deigned to &lbw teemen and two alternates. The
too clam
in Weedney Oounty. Tenn, the past &faze to 10116P Whirran ant chairman, vice chairman. and third
to the late Jamie Lee and Frances Moyer during the aulginga rud• regular member of the elected ABC
H. Weeded out eatiwday after- Hangcod Doran He was
mulled nee lretarenent. Incranne aggnally cummunl" committee will abg°
noon and stopped near the heft,. to Lula Bell
alCleenom who died in tonveced Man fanISON• gabb
serfe as "Mat"
and the
'ornate comm t•eemen win serve as
1916
before Dm. 1.
Oet at Murray Blatt Saturday
she-mite d tenets
to the counfatunovors include two daughters.
Whams Comostery at Sondrine. ty convention to be held goal
▪ 'let and a rabbit took off anion Mr fluf7-d ,Carrtei
Jurney ol
'he end of th field He looked fike Murray and Mrs Jessie Ramsey of EJ
thereafter The ABC county cornFriends may eall at the funeral mince will be chosen at the con.
a ten second net
Detro.t. Mich . on- son. Harmon
Orme .n Paris Tenn
vention
Dcran of Ferndale. Mich
seven
isbn Prmat, Murree State full- gtandehildren. seven great
grandback. played • asp mow Saturday. children
:in • fro plies he resembied Billy
Bco Paul Hodges of the Morey
Joe or Cookie Outran
College Church oi Claret a,
f
ficate at the funeral to be hr.
Talmo amid be retooled on being '
n
of Ridgeway Mom'
lid W Kahl Newel
reepeelhill wh-n the Adm Mater
Pliant 713-2411
Clang. Pens, Tenn, Tuesday at te
or elder whool Is played. As the
n.... daral banal to follow in the
Mime Mate Ilmad played the
Warts, mate Mem Mater, two
truisms for 1:FI1III were busy
on a phyer They stripped iff Na Jersey and sh-ulder pods,
FIPMPed him and otherw se kept
dtent theeritetion of
*ter
neetn• tv-ryone ehe
stood silently

William Doran ...

I

0

is. Iasi.

MURRAY LOAN CO.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS

•

NOVEL. ODIUM such as decorating wall with a painted tree,
Win be tosesed at National Arts and Antiques Festival.

Man, the
excitement it
*generates! This big,
new-generation
driving machine

lioniaga by Does Ilealtaw PI I D
ANTIQUEr ARE popular for many remoras, including the
fact that many are delicately (waled to suit small rooms.

You can almost see its roar.

A big roar
For this

is a big, roomier COmet.
Wider. Up to 8 inches longer
Comet power ranges up to the new
390 4-barrel V8 in the Cyclone GT
Comet luxury is big, t00.

Take this Caliente convertible
An eegant expanse of
skin-soft parallel-pest vinyl_
Deep carpet, wall to wall
With options like bucket seats,
in air conditioning,
power seats. power windows.
power steering. power everythmg
Want to turn on the exCiferrlefe
Get the key from your Mercury des,er.

....firmargsfallitrj
gie

hatetifflserfarmese'hawks

Pe.
writ

•Pet the time Perry Hendon looked everywhere for his car We told .
him to call a Mb The last we sew,
he was still nine up and down
Menne for his air

•S

We well egain compliment toe
ROTC for the excellent jab they
hove been doing ell year in parking the cars Ties is a r:al service
r. the community
Welt yea can pee what kind Di
1,1,Tn-- we are We called Pat
Scott's prize winning animal an
Angus and hi reality it is • Shorthorn. We thought that any black
oar was an Angus
beeneene was titling un about an
MClent involving Gene Co hey
when he was playing basketball at
-:tee Me quick
larroy High rifle
Itthilrng abiltty. Oene had toterMelted a put on the floor but warn
traveling at such a speed that it
sea evident that he would run out
if bounds They recalled that just
as Oene grabbed the ball and Jtiii
before hi. went out of bounds he
-clad "Time"

Cozy Comfort...all winter long
with Dependable
Ashland
Fuel Oil

New Concord . . .
;Irei.thsand Prom Pm* One
Ffth grade - David Bonner. and
James Jarrett.
Sixth grade - Martha Conley,
Kelly Ttiontmon. Nancy °Moron,
and Mends Stubblefield
Seventh grade - Jerry Chapman, Lynn Dunn. Mike Kline.
Ronnie Prescott, Dennis Sears, and
Eva Williams
Eighth grade - Danny Chapman. Martha Elmbro. Debra Hall,
thy Stebbleffileld, Katie Counts.
W mi lern!th. amid Jeanne Jarrett.

4

515 South 12th Street

Hatcher Auto Sales inc

• MURRAY, KENTUCKY

LINCOLN-MERCURY DIVISION OE,

•

Snow and cold outside
. cozy comfort inside. With
Ashland Fuel Oil your family enjoys the warni security of clean,
safe,reliable heat—all winter long.

'
MOBS BILL
WAI•121.01
.
014 IJfl - elon !milk
F. Mom DArtsh. Pirelay Introduced
Isedstion to set up a Wend omitat alcoholism He Mild the
group would study and conduct research into the problems of a/mho.
Mos. Including methods said feedties for treeittnent.

Your Ashland Oil Distributor
is genuinely interested in your
home heating comfort. He will
make prompt delivery even during the coldest weather. And with
Ashland Oil's convenient Budget
Payment Plan, you can level out
your wintertime heating coats by
making equal payments over a
nine-month period.
Keep your home warm and
comforta6le this winter with dependable. clean-burning Ashland
Fuel Oil. For fast, friendly service
call us today.

•

•

._
ASHLAND OIL Si R-EFINING COMPANY
Old Concord Road & R.R. Avenue
Murray, Ky.

6

Phone 753-5114
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